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Title:

Nursing:

A Profession in Process

APPROVED BY MEMBERS OF THE THESIS COMMITTEE:

The general concern of this thesis is with the professional status
of nurses in the United States.

Specifically, the focus is on the pro

gression of nursing along the occupation continuum toward profession
alism.

The perspective of this study was adopted from Elliot A. Krause's

' discussion of, itA Historical Perspective, tt in his
Professions.

.!!!!. Sociology ~

Krause maintains that an analysis of the past key periods

of the history of an occupation can provide a basis for predicting what
it will become in the future.

The acceleration of change in all aspects

of society, and particulari1y in the role of the nurse in the medical
process, and her progression toward professionalism, prompted the study.
It is accepted that nurSing is an occupation, but there is no gen
eral conceBSUS about its professional statue.

By following the progression

of nursing froql its earliest period when it emerged from a home-based

art into an organized occupation with a specialized science, this study

points out and analyzes the steps nursing made in its professionalization
process.

The critera of a profession are used as the basis upon which

the degree of progress is judged.
The process of professionalization of nursing is shown to be ver.y
complex, fraught with many obstacles imposed by many factors.

There are

reasons to debate whether the occupation of nursing has yet reached the
status of a profession, or if such achievement is even possible.

The

study also shows the direction nurSing appears to be taking into the
future, and the alternatives it can take.

The study points out the im

portance of the professional versus the non-professional status, and the
implications failure to attain professional status may have on nursing.
The characteristics of nursing are presented in a broad macroscopic
overview.

Microscopic vignettes could be found which would refute any of

the blanket statements made about nursing, but no attempt is made in this
study to cover the miniscule exceptions.
Data for the study were obtained from the literature dealing with
the histor,y, definitions and concepts of labor, profeSSions, sociology,
and nursing, as well as periodical professional publications.
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CHAPTER I

Introduction
One of the major historical changes occurring in human societies
is the importance of

~

in man's life.

Ever since the first man was

reported to have received the order to "go forth and earn his bread by
the sweat of his brow," work bas been a centrality of an individual's
life, rivaled only by sleep as a routine activity_

Once an activity of

survival, work has become not only a necessity, but a determinant of
social prestige.

Wbrk - occupations and professions - is one of the

main mediators between the individual and society.
Part of the importance of work is· related to the economic rewards
derived from it, but a large portion i.s attached to the importance
accorded by society to the types of work performed•. Frequently, this
factor assumes paramount importance.

The division of labor early lay

ered the different types of work into a hierarcqy of importance, but a
special deterence was reserved for a select tew occupations.
generally considered the major professions of religion,
and the milita;Y.

1!!,

These were
medicine,

Histor,y records a rise and fall in them as to order

of importance, but throughout most of it, they maintained their major
status among occupations.

The militar,y profession experienced the great

est number of peak and depression periods, depending upon the political
posi~ion

of a society at a given time, or the rise of new professions

such as economics and politics.
sidered a professionl •
present day.

Now, as an occupation, it is seldom con

The other three, however, have survived until the

As late as 1111, Addison2 referred to the "three great pro

fessions of divinity,

12:,

and phYsic," (Carr-Saunders and \ollIson: 1933).

i,,»,.
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Present day authorities and writers still use theology,

l!!,

and medicine

as examples of typical professions, although they usually reverse their
order of importance.
As distinct groups of workers began to form organizations, new

professions arose.

The pace, slow at first, picked up during the period

of the Industrial Revolution, then literally bounded ahead with the
advent of the Atomic Age.

As the term profession, came under the ana

lytical scrutiqy of the social scientists, in the twentieth centur,y, and
received definitions which included loftier attributes, the importance
of profession rose to the point where it was desired for its implications
of status.

Virtually all self-conscious groups practicing a definite

technique founded upon a specialized training now apply it to themselves
at some time or another, either to flatter themselves or to try to per
suade others of their importance and to be accepted as professions.
The result of the rather loose application of the label of profes
sionalism to any and all groups, is a division of thought in regard to
the appropriateness of its application to any given occupation.

Rather

tight lines are drawn between those already in the established profes
sions and the members of the aspiring occupations.

There is a recurrent

idea among students of occupations that the labor force as a whole is in
one way or another becoming,. professionalized (Wilensk.y:

1964)3.

Many occupations are engaged in heroic struggles tor professional
identification.
nursing.

Probably in no occupation is this more true than in

NurSing is seeking a place for itself in an increasingly special

ized world.

Behind this search for identity are drives for prestige,

disparities between ideology and the actual job experiences of nurses,

3

and competing expectations for role performance.

The confusion is re

flected in a series of contrasting career themes; ambiguous roles amidst
an abundance of job descriptions and regulations; high morale and a .

favorable view of the status of nursing within the profession, but dis
satisfaction with conditions of employment; and commitment to the field
of nursing together with transitory investment in the career (Corwin:
1963:181).
In the preface of his book, The Nursing Profession (1966), Fred

.

Davis explains that in all of his studies of nurses, and in reading the
essays of the authors who contributed to the book, he was struck by the
proliferation. of paradoxes that characterizes contemporary nursing.
Because Davis has so concisely pinpointed the most acute factors appar
ently blocking the professiona1ization of nursing, and echoes clearly,
the frustrations faced by nurse leaders today, his paradoxes are cited
verbatim:
--It is a paradox that despite the considerable resnonsi
bility assumed by professional nurses for the treatment
and care of patients, their organizational role in hospi
tals and elsewhere is so lacking in the autonomy and ~
thority characteristical~ associated with professional
status.
--It is a paradox that, at anyone time, a third of those
qualified to practice as professional nurses (that is,
R.N.'s) choose not to.
t

--It is a paradox that, in popular parlance, the same,
unmodified nouns "nurse tl and Unursing" should be applied
so indiscriminately to a wide variety of health care
activities, carried on in different settings under dif
ferent institutional auspices, and to an occupation that
includes some of the least-educated members to the most
educated (such as persons with advanced degrees who
serve as consultants to federal, state, and municipal
health agencies).
--It is a paradox that, whereas other occupations in

4
America accorded the prestigious title of profession
have long since established the bachelor's degree as a
minimum prerequisite for practice, professional nursing
continues, despite historic and bitterly fought battles,
to rely overwhelmingly on the services of persons who
have no,t received a college education.
--It is a paradox that, although great material tech
nological, and organizational strides have been made
in recent decades in the health sciences--all of which
would seem to favor parallel advances in the art of
patient care--a growing chorus of complaints, both
from the public at large and from informed critics of
health affairs, has arisen about the quality of nursing
that is being dispensed (Davis: 1966:vii-viii).

NURSING - OCCUPATION OR PROFESSION
In the immediate post World War II period, almost three and a half
centuries after Addison, an instructor in a school of nursing faced her
class of eager "probies" and asked, "Is nursing a profession?" Empha:
sizing her own reply with a slow shake of her head, she went on•. "No 1
The only professions are medicine, law, and the ministry.u4
Graduates from that class of nursing students, and from hundreds
of other classes across the country, went out into the world of nursing
marked by similar endoctrination.

Some nurses still adhere to it today;

they are joined by the non-nurses who take sides to support the two con
tentions.

NurSing is only an occupation; nursing is a profession.

Some

take a neutral course and c?ncede that nursing is a semi-profession
(Etzion1:

1969:xiv)5.

So distur.bed was the administrative head of one national nursing

association about the indiscriminate use of the term "professional nurse,"
that she always referred to the nurse who is professional in the generic
sense of the word as "the professional woman in nursing," (Brown:

1948:76).

William Glaser (1966:4) feels that nursing has the potential for
professionalism, but as long as nursing is considered unskilled, menial,
and dirty work it will not be able to recruit the better educated and
more refined girls capable of providing services of professional level.
William Goode (1969:266) is quite emphatic,

1I •••

many aspiring

occupations and semi-professions will never become professions in the
usua1sensej they will never reach the levels of knowledge and dedication

to service the society considers necessar,y for a profession.

Such occu

pations include school teaching, nursing, librarianship, pharmacy, stock
broking, advertising, and others. 1I
Est~er

(Italics added).

Lucile Brown (1948:76), Director of the Department of

Studies in the Professions, Russell Sage Foundation, and a long time
champion of the profession of nursing, (Nursing!!! Profession, 1930)
says, "Nursing has moved far enough in the direction of meeting the
criteria so that it may be considered a profession."
A. M. Carr-Saunders (1933) says simply, "The vocation of nursing
is becoming professionalized."
To many of the nursing leaders, this is an issue of real concern.
~ile

the concern of some lies in the status value of professionalism,

most are interested in having nursing achieve the position of a profes
sion because in order to do,so
it must first reach a level £! performI

!E£!, undeniable acceptable !!
professions and

Bl

society.

su~rior ~

value and excellence

Bl other

The leaders are well aware of the potential

ot nursing and recognize the factors which are preventing the realization
of it.

Achieving professionalism would mean that those factors bad been

eliminated and nursing was functioning at its best of all possible

6
performance (Lindsey:

1962).

There is enough concensus of thought among nurses and non-nurses
to warrant the opinion that nursing has moved from the realm of being
"just an occupation.1I But, how far has it moved

tow~rd

professionalism?

Just barely, or is it almost there? To make any determination, it would
first be necessary to understand 'What is meant by an occupation and what
is a profession.

How do they fit into the social structure, and how'does

each atfect the individuals who lay claim to one, or the other?
OCCUPATION
It

JS

obvious to even the most untrained observer that work - or

occupation - assumes many different forms.

A basic problem in the cate

gorizing of the occupations is the lack of good typology for them•

.

Occupations could be divided on the basis ot whether a person utilized
manual, mental, or social skills.

But, with f'ewexceptions, most use a

combination of each. Other groupings could be made on the basis of simple
dichotomies, such as blue-collar versus white-collar jobs, profeSSional
'versus nonprofessional positions, but they also, have too many cross
overs in the lines of demarcation. and cannot be completely exclusive.
Amount ot education, responsibility or authority might be relevant, but
there, not enough evidence Ihas been documented to make

~

ot these

criteria universally valid.

Among the 47 definitions given to

~

in The American College

Dictionary, 1962 Edition,is the term occupation.

Occupation, in turn,

is defined as, "onels habitual employment; business, trade, or calling."
Robert Dubin (1958 :4)(a8 quoted by Hall; 1969) defines work a trine

7
more definitively as,

It •••

continuous employment, in the production LSi£(

of goods and services for remuneration.tI
A slightly broader

is offered by Arthur Salz (1944:424),

perspecti~e

who notes that, lIoccupation may be defined as that specific activity with
a market value which an individual continually pursues for the purpose
of obtaining a steady flow of income.

This activity also determines the

social position of the individual. tI
Everett C. Hughes (1964:44.5) also sees the meaning of occupation
in broad terms.

He states that, nan occupation, in essence, is not some

particular set of activities; it is the part of an Individual in
going set-of activities.

a.rJy'

out

The system may be large or small, simple or

complex." Hughes emphasizes the social relationships surrounding an
occupation, not in order to minimize the financial side, but to keep it
in perspective as part of a more inclusive set of social relationships.
SimilarilJr, Anne Roe (1956:3) defines an occupation as "whatever an
adult spends most of his time doing ••• the major focus of a person's
activities and usually of his thoughts."

This definition suggests the

importance of an occupation to the individual.

It also suggests that

this major focus is transmitted into the social process and thus means
that occupations are a major component of the social structure, serving
as links between individuals and society.
Perhaps Richard Hall (1969:6) provides the most comprehensive def
inition of occupations as follows:

"An occupation is the social role

performed by adult members of society that directly and/or indirectly
yields social and financial consequences and that constitutes a major
focus in the life of an adult. It

8

PROFESSION
Profession is probably the most widely used and

common~

known

occupational sub-categor,y, and refers to the occupational class most
readily identified as a

t~e

is due to several factors.

of occupation by the public at large.

This

Professions have high status, and the members

of a given profession have a ver,y definite image which marks them as
belonging to that profession and no other.

A member of a profession is

regarded not only as a specialist and an authority, but is respected
because he secured the high degree of knowledge and expertise required

b.Y the profession, and also for his ability to command better than aver
age financial remuneration for his ski11sl
Some authorities hold that there is no such thing as a "real pro
fession" but only an "ideal or model type" of occupational organization
which does not exist in reality, but which provides a model of what an

occupation would be if it could become completely professionalized.
(Vollmer and Mills: 1966:vii).
In view of the ma.ny attempts to define "profession," and the list

ot at,tributes which are felt to be necessary, this is probably' very true.
At best, an occupation can attempt to fit the model of professionalism,
and the closer it succeeds, the closer it is to being a profession.
One of the common threads in all definitions of profession is the
presence of a specific body 2!..knowledge.
the application of that knowledge.

However, authors differ on

Some say that this is an intellec

tual technique ldlich perfonns a service for society. (Hall: 1969:72).
Talcott Parsons (1959,547) recognizes an incompatibility-in these terms
when he points out that some professions, as medicine, .!!! primarily

,

t

•

.- m

,

r

9

applied, while social sciences, as sociology, are primarily dedicated
~ ~

advancement

2!

empirical knowledge, with only secondary emphasis

on its utilization.
Earnest Greenwood (19,7:10) suggests five major attributes of pro
fessionalism.

One, a bodZ

~

knowledge based

_~

research.

Second,

authority based upon that knowledge which allows the professional to
make judgements for the welfare of his client.

Third, formal and in

formal community sanction of the profession, its powers and privileges,
including that of confidentially.

Fourth, a regulative

~

2! ethics

providing the appropriate rules of behavior of the professional toward
his

c1ien~s

and toward fellow professionals.

And, lastly, a profes

sional culture, which involves norms governing membership in professional
associations, organizations which are qualified to provide training, and
appropriate sites for professional practice.

In addition, this culture

contains the language and symbols of the profession which differentiates
between the professionals and outsiders.
Some argument can be offered about Greenwood's contention that the
body of knowledge of a profession must be acquired by research.

Most pro

fessions do rely heavily upon research, some very, very little.

For ex

ample, two of the MOst easily identified professions, law and the ministry,
apparently do not.

Much of ,their knowledge base depends upon lore rather

than on science. (Hall:

1969:73) This is not to reflect up:>n the authen

ticity of their knowledge, for scientific stuq, and findings in the recent
years have done much to verify it, as by the translations of ancient rock
writings and the discovery of the Dead Sea Scrolls.

The value of research

can be in its verification of existing knowledge as much as in its use

,.

10
to acquire new knowledge.
Harold

~11ensk,y

(1964:140) also feels that perhaps too much empha

sis is put upon the professional mandates derived from science and sanc
tioned by law (medicine) and those derived from morality and sanctioned
by public opinion (the priesthood).
MOst of Greenwood's attributes of profession seem to be largely
concerned with the wayan occupation is linked to the social structure.

In reality, a profession is controlled by society. If an occupation
has all the attributes, but is not given community sanction, it will not
be considered, and cannot operate, as a profession.

And, this recogni

tion and acceptance is not all that easily come by.
An occupation does not "naturally" come by so unusual a condition

as a professional status - specifically autonomy.

Since the work of one

occupation commonly overlaps, even competes, with other groups, it is
unlikely that one occupation would be chosen spontaneously over others
and granted singular status by some kind of a popular vote.

A profes

sion attains and maintains its position by virtue of the protection and
patronage of some elite segment of society which has been persuaded that
there is some special value in its work (Friedson:

1970:72).

This might

make "knowing the right people,1I an added attribute of a profeSSion!
Edward Gross (1958:79) adds another dimension to the professional
characteristics, mostly attitudinal.

For instance, a central character

istic is the degree of personality involvement.

The professional, as

opposed to the business man, is expected to consistently act in the best
interest of ·his clients.

He will have a well developed sense of oblig

ation to do the best possible work that he can, and "is not supposed to

~' _____""iiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiii_ _iiiliiiiii~_---

_____.'.

-.-iii1
'

;,eii__ _e.nt

11
be interested in sordid money."
is probably

~

Friedson (1970:70) feels that attitude

variable characteristic which distinguishes the truly

professional person from the non-professional, even among members of
the same profession.
Other sociologists suggest still another characteristic of pro
lessions.

Along with the extended formal training that the student of

a profession undergoes is a more far-reaching

~

cess than the person learning other occupations.

socialization pro

This socialization

creates an attitudinal consensus which further marks the professional
throughout the remainder ofbis life (Hall:

1969:76).

William J. Goods (1960:903) makes a point - that a profession is
~ .

typically the terminal occupation for its members.

Trained professionals

very rarely leave their professions in contrast to many in other occu

pations in which change of types of jobs is quite normal.

Among the many criteria offered for distinguishing professions
trom other occupations is a truly important and uniform one - autonoS[;
a position of legitimate control over work.

Within this

autono~

are

recognized several definite characteristics, among which the mOst fre
quently cited are:

1) determination of its own educational standards,

2) some form of licensure and ethical code, 3) licensing boards and leg
islative bodies made up of members of the profession, and 4) relative
{

treedom !rom lay evaluation and control (Friedson:

1970a.: 77).

The question of control is the obverse of the question ot auto

nODIT, for autonomy is granted the profession with the understanding that
it will itself, without outside interference, regulate or control the
performance of its members.

Just as

autono~

is the test or professional

1

'"'\

12
status, so is self-regulation the test of professional autonomy (Friedson:
1970a:77).
Beyond being a full-time pursuit of some significance or social
prominence, it seems difficult to find very much agreement on a definition
of the word profession.

This is so for a number of reasons.

word is evaluative as well as descriptive (Cogan:

1953).

connotation and is often applied on the basis of the value
~

B!! ~ ~ ~

making E.!!

~

!!:!.!

First, the

It has a merit
~

connota

claiming professional status, and also for anyone

services of ! given occupation.

A second reason for the difficulty in agreement, is that people
frequently draw up definitions first by deciding which occupations already
are professions and then attempt to find the characteristics these occu
pations have in common.
It was inevitable that the social scientists, in their analytical
scrutiI\1 of occupations and professions, should turn their attention to
the medical field.

The findings of some of the surveys carried on at

the beginning of the twentieth centur,y disclose that such evaluation
was overdue.

As a start, medical education was centered in proprietary

institutions controlled by groups of doctors, not by university boards.
In 1910, the Flexner Report disclosed a shocking lack of facilities and
standards.

As a result, the American Medical Association and the American

Public Health Association effected the closing of 80 of the 160 existing
"

medical schools.

Standards and laws were established, clinical experi

ences secured, and research encouraged until American medical education

,

gained one of the highest ranks in the world (Guinee:

1970:18).

In 191$ this same Abraham nexner formulated criteria to determine

to

t

$

4,

5
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whether an occupation had become a profession (Appendix A).

In an

address given that year in New York, he applied the criteria objectively
to the characteristics of different professions, including social work
and nursing (Italics added).

He stated that although neither conformed

in all respects to his idea of a profession, both met some of the crite
t

ria (Guinee:

1970:19). Nursing leaders, attempting to qualify nursing

as a profession have used Dr. Flexner's criteria as their pattern down

to the present time (Jamieson and Sewall:

,

1929) (Brown: 1948) {Guinee:

1970).
Later studies retained the basic criteria, but added factors which
made them even more applicable to nursing.

In 1959, Genevieve and Roy

Bixler discussed the following seven criteria common to professions and
related them to nursing as a profession.

According to them, a profession:

1. Utilizes in its practice a well-defined and well-organ
ized body of specialized knowledge which is on the
intellectual level of higher learning.
2.

enlarges the body of knowledge it uses and
improves its techniques of education and service by the
use of the scientific method.

Constant~

3. Entrusts the education of its practioners

to institutions

of higher education.

4.

Applies its body of knowledge in practical services which
are vital to human and social welfare.

5.

Functions autonomously in the formulation of professional
policy and in the ' control of professional activity.

6. Attracts individuals of intellectual and personal qual
ities who exalt service above personal gain and who
recognize their chosen occupation as a lifework.

7. Strives to compensate by providing freedom of action,
opportunity for continuous profeSSional growth and
economic security (Bixler and Bixler: 1959).
In an attempt to position nursing on the occupational continuum
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between a non-profession and profession, it is necessary to have an
understanding of the structural distinctions of occupations, especially
of the medical division of labor, of which nursing is such a vital part.
The overall unifying principle in society1s division of labor greatly
interested Emile Durkheim, and in his classic work on the subject he
identified two general patterns by which the work of society appears to
be organized.

The first he called, mechanical solidarity_

The rule of

custom was so strong, and the lack of specialization so basic, that
ever,yone mechanically did the work, and all automatically obeyed the
strong customs and moral order of the society - typically a primitive
society.

As societies became more complex and closer in form to the

modern industrialized society, specialization arose and the division
labor took place.

~

Each occupational group then IIdid its own thing" for

all the other groups.

This is likened to the organs of the body, in

which each performs a singular function, but is intra-related to all the
other organs of the body.

The function of one depends upon the function

of all, yet all depend upon one.
tern, organic solidarity.

Durkheim called this organizing pat

Here, instead of the society being held

together by custom, 'the dependence of

.!!!!

groups upon one another became

the key to understanding the organization of the society (Durkheim:

68-110).

1933:

In order to function, the baker needed the miller, the miller

needed the farmer, and the 'farmer depended upon the metal smith - who in
turn ate the baker's bread.
Whereas the division of labor in nonprofessional fields is ordered
by historical accident, economic and political power, competition, and
functional interdependence, the division of labor surrounding the highly

. t is

t
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professionalized activity of healing is ordered by the polically sup
ported dominant medical profession (Friedson:

1970a:48).

In the

medical , divisionof labor, the doctor is the only one recognized as the
professional, by the criteria of professions.

The ones whom he controls

are the paramedica1s - those who have been unaccepted as professionals
by the physicians, or who have been added to the professionally ordered
division of medical labor.
Certainly, the paramedical occupations do not include every one
who is engaged in the healing arts.

A few practioners have been able

to achieve professional status independent of the medical profession.
Dentists

~e

one case in point.

Others, not recognized by the medical

profession, nevertheless preform functions traditionally accorded to the
doctors, such as the optometrist who diagnoses (refracts) and prescribes
(glasses), or the podiatrist who diagnoses, prescribes, and cuts (trims
corns and callouses).

For the very reason that these purveyors of

health services are independent of control by the medical profession,
they are not commonly called paramedical.
For the most part, paramedicals perform tasks which were once the
functions of the physician.

The paramedicals do not practice their

areas of skills until those skills
medical practioners.

~

been turned

ov~r

to

!h!!!! !?l

~

This gives the physician the right to control the

paramedicals by relegating to them tasks and overseeing their perform
ance.
ceded

1969).

The same is not true of nurses.
tha~

The occupation of nursing pre

of medicine far back in recorded history (Bullough and Bullought

The functions of nursing had been separate and apart from those

of the medical practioners, even when the two may have

occasional~

joined

Ett'EbE.

&
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forces for the purpose of providing care for the sick in the pre-profes
sional days of medicine.
This primary objective of the two occupations - the care of the

I

sick - eventually tended to ally nursing with medicine more

close~,

as

science and medical knowledge advanced, but nursing remained a loosely
structured occupation with little organization outside of those religious
groups whose members devoted their lives to the care of the sick.

Gener

ally, secular nursing, however, could barely qualify as an occupation.
Nurses did expect financial returns for their work, but it was a rare one
who willingly selected nursing as her full time activity, and the goods
and services they provided were often of questionable value to society.

There was:one cbaracteristic to which nursing could lay claim, however 
nursing was medicallyautonomousl
It is rather ironical that nursing's first steps toward profes
siona1ism were also the beginning of its dominance by the medical pro
fession.

That is, nursing exchanged its autonomy for other attributes

ot a profession, such as a scientific body of knowledge, formal organ
ization, and social recognition and acceptance.

How intersting is the

speculation of what the present medical division of labor would be if

\

nursing had not relinquished its autonontY'l

\

Because nursing is work - a job, an occupation - it seems important

to trace the process of changes which occurred in the pattern of man's
work in general, then pick out and follow the thread in the pattern
which wove nursing into the fabric of work and society.

The forces which
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individuals and occupations bring to bear on one another, and the conse
quent role which occupations and professional groups play in the society
can be traced and analyzed historically.
To determine where nursing is located on the continuum between
non-profession and profession, it was necessary to first, understand
what 1s meant by the terms, occupation and profession:

second, what

criteria is necessary for classification in one or the other; third, how
nursing has qualified by meeting those criteria in the past and the pre
sent.

In order to make the determination, literature bearing on the

concepts and definitions of labor, professions, sociology, and nurSing
history, as well as periodical professional publications, were reviewed.
T~'information

for this paper is principally secondary data

obtained from the existing literature.

Exceptions are the few items of

personal observation by the author.

DEFINITION OF TERMS
---------Some of the confusion encountered in the definitions of the term
profession, is due to the looseness in the terminology of profession
alization, professionalism" professional groups, and professionals used
by various authors.

vmile it is not the purpose here to fix an inflex

ible definition of each term, for the purpose of this study, it would be
advantageous to separate them by more precise meanings.
The concept of professionalization refers to the dynamic process

by which an occupation changes in character as it moves in the direction
toward a profession.

The process of professionalization is frequently

referred to as professionalism, and used interchangeable without

a~
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noticeable loss of meaning.
Finally, professional group applies to associations of colleagues
in an occupational context where a high degree of professionalization
has taken place.

Professionals, then, are those individuals considered

to be members of professional groups (Vollmer and Miller:

1966:viii).

Because nurse has several connotations, and is applicable in many
situations to many types of persons, it requires considerable attention.
Nursing - to nurse, to nurture, to care for, to attend - knows no gender,
except when applied to the act of breast feeding the Mammalia young.

The

title of nurse then, could apply to any being providing the service of
nursing. - However, during the course of civilization, the title came to
mean the individual who provided care particularily for the sick and
6
helpless members of society. In contemporar,y parlance it has been
specified to identify an individual who has been trained or educated in
the ar:t and science of providing care for the sick and helpless.

The

term of nurse has also acquired a female characteristic, such that men
working as nurses are segregated by titles, as orderly or
Other divisions of nursing identify nurse's position as

~

!lli!,

nurse.

~,

and

aides, or "just practicals!"

In this study, nurse is used to designate an individual who pro
vided

no~medical

care for the sick and helpless during the periods of

history from antiquity to the advent of the "professional nurse" in
the latter quarter of the 1800's.

In the periods following, specifi

cally from 1900 to the present time, nurse means a person who is qualified
as a Registered Nurse, or RN.

Those not so qualified are called by their

position in the division of nursing.

trfCt':l'!r r
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The terms, professional nurse and nursing profession are found in
this paper because of their common use by other authors and the general
public.

Their use is not an indication that nursing is considered a

profession as a foregone conclusion of this study.
It is recognized that men have always played an important role in
nursing, but, for simplicity of sentence structure in this paper, nurses
are referred to with the female personal pronouns.
Because of the importance of the historical aspect of nursing, the
early characteristics, consequences, and events are included in this
study, regardless of the country in which they took place.

However, the

analysis of modern nursing will be limited to nursing in America.
In this study, the term health is used in its broadest sense.
Health is not merely a condition of being free from physical or ment&l
disease, but is a state of being in which an individual is able to func
tion at the optimum of his potential, physically, mentally, emotionally,
and socially; a state of total well-being7•
Besides indicating nursing's position on the occupation-profession
scale, this

stu~

will show the direction nursing is taking into the

future, as well as alternatives it can take.

The study points out the

importance of the professional status, and what implications failure to
attain that status may have: on nursing.

CRAPTER II
ASSESSMENT OF SOCIAL' AND TECHNOIDGlCAL CHANGE OVERTIME
----- ------ --- ----

The first function of work was the

mainte~nce

the securing of food, shelter, and protection.

of the individual;

Wlile the individual was

alone, or when he belonged to a single family unit, he could fairly well
take care of each of these areas singlehandedl:;. He was from what Krause
calls the "hunting and gathering societies," primitive and not too effec
tive in production (Krause: 1971:1).
The beginning of the division of labor, with the start of the
agricultural societies, and later the herdsmen, led to more effective
technologies with more efficient use of time and

ener~.

These made

possible tree manhours in which men could specialize in government, war,
"

and 'religion as full-time jobs.

Their personal and occupation needs

were then provided bY' other specialists, and the crafts were born.

The

home of the craftsman was his factory, and there he passed on his trade
skills to his sons in an apprenticeship-type training.
One of the oldest occupations - and woman's first - to rise frolll
the home-based activities was nursing, although it scarsel:r qualified
as an occupation for a good many centuries 8• Nursing started when the
first primitive mother put her bab:r to breast, comforted and tended to
his needs.

As the child grew, the mother learned to create means of

.eating emergencies, as well as preventing them.

her special charge.
-tbocls

The helpless became

Just as in any household art J some women thought out

ot giving 'care which were more successful than those of others.

the successful ones shared the results of their experiences with their
neighbors, and were frequently called upon to assist in the community

ho....

However, th~ nursing skills were restricted to the homes long
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after the other skills of man had moved into outside settings.
Home remedies could not be applied with success to all the ailments
which visited primitive man.

Blame for the inexplicable was placed on

spirits and demons, and magic was an imaginative source of help, called
upon to hasten results from the treatments, or provide a substitute if
they failed.

An individual who became adept in the relieving of symp

toms gained a reputation as a Medicine Man or Shaman, and

h!!

services

were sought by members of the community.
When men began to worship forces that proved helpful in the stresses

ot life, and to seek to propitiate harmful ones, the Medicine Man became
the Priest-Physician, who invoked the gods, interpreted their wishes, and
made intercession for the sick.

After temples were built to protect and

house concrete presentations of gods, he lived in or near them.

In time,

corps of assistants came and worked with him, but, acting as his personal
attendants as much as ministers to the sick.

Under his direction, they

carried on extensions of his priestly duties as well as his medical care.
Wbmen participated in the ancient religions as priestesses, but in
the records little mention is made of them as attendants.

Women were

seldom singled out, because of their relative unimportance in the ancient
societies (Nutting and Dock:

1907:54). Besides, nursing was still an

accepted part of "woman's work" in the home, and not worthy of note.
The structural and functional changes of the division of labor,
down through the centuries, were

accompan~ed

in work, occupation, and profession.

by definite value changes

Most of these changes can be direot

~ attributed to the ohanges in social values in general.

During the

periods when labor was necessary for individual maintenance, it had only'
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one value - survival.

During the pre-Christian era, most societies

tended to regard work as a necessary evil, usually to be avoided as much
as possible by those who could do so.
is one point of evidence.

The popularity of the slave system

Another is found in the dogma of reward and

punishment as controlled by the whim of the gods and super-natural pow
ers.

This held that any unpleasant aspect of man's lot - sickness, pov

erty, misfortune, need to work - was a curse.

The Greeks viewed work as

a curse if it involved manual as opposed to intellectual labor.

The

Hebrew view was essentially the same, but with the additional rationale
that work was drudgery because it was the

tor the

o~iginal

sin (Hall:

w~

in which man could atone

1969:16).

Wi th the advent of Christianity, new dimensions were added to the

value of labor.

It I S fruits could be shared by others in the name of

sweet charity, and it became a means of spiritual · purification when per
formed for the honor of God, regardless of human benefit.

The Reform

ation saw little change in the value, but the later Protestant ethic
began to shift the value to the more mundane aspect ot monetar,y profit,
and expansion of new ventures for even more profit.

This striving for upward mobility changed emphasis from the spiri
tual to the moral with the development of socialism in the nineteenth
century.

0

ibrk was viewed, r not as a form of expiation, but rather as

something that man wants to do as the normal way of life.

Each was to,

receive value equal to his work, and drudger" would be reduced by scien
tific advances, allOwing more time for nonwork activities.
Hall (1969) notes that the IIreligion of work," so basic to capit
alism, IDa)" be faltering in the twentieth century as a new orientation
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toward even more recreation and leisure develops.

Besides the values of

work shared by a society there are also personal values unique to each

individual.

The concept of the value of work introduced by Christianity

was

the major factor in nursing breaking away from being a

probab~

home-based activity and becoming as emerging occupation.

About 60 A.D.,

Phoebe, a Greek convert to Christianity, and a friend of St. Paul, the
apostle, became conspicuous for her work among the poor.

Contact with

poverty meant contact with sickness, and Phoebe, following the dictate

ot the Great Physician, "Inasmuch as ye have done it unto the least of
these 'IIf1' brethem, ye have done it unto me," (:Matthew XXV:40) went out
into the homes of the poor to bring to them food and clothing, and to

comfort their pain whenever she could.

She is honored as the world t s

tirst profeSSional visiting nurse.
In Rome, where women enjoyed unusual independence of action and
liberty to enter public affairs, the wealthy matrons, bored by fashion
able society, could find outlets for initiative and social spirit in the
church.

In the fourth centur,y, Marcella assembled a considerable group

ot such matrons for prayer and study in her luxurious home.

This was

the beginning of the first Christian monastery for women in Rome. One

ot her friends, and disciples, earned fame by independent achievement.
Fabiola, established in her palace, a hospital to which ·she brought the
sick from the worst sections of a great city, and personal11 nursed
them.

labiola can be considered the first institutional nurse.
The Julian-Christian ethic can also be credited with establishing

the value structure found among the major professions today, just. as their
origins can be traced back to the dim era of pagan antiquity.

The first
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members of a community to set themselves apart from the rest were the
leaders - ,the civic Chieftain and the religious Shaman.

These men took

on added duties which provided services to the community its individual
members could not provide for themselves.

The Chieftain led the people

and acted asarbltrator in disputes between individuals.

To the Shaman

fell the task of securing luck during the hunt, rain for the crops, and
health for the ailing.

Progressively, the Shaman took on dual roles.

Intermediary between man and the supernatural, and healer of man's ail
mente.

From these leaders then, descended the major professions - law,

medicine, and religion.
Christianity placed paramount value upon the latter.

God was a11

powerful" and theology dom.inated the value structure of society many
centuries.

In no period of history is this more evident than in the

Medieval Age.

The thesis that God had ordained the social order and

structure, and that man should accept his station, was the official ide
ology of the Church as it had developed over the years after the fall of
Rome.

This thesis provided a theological justification for the rule from

the top, which was a hallmark of the feudal system.
A second thesis - a more practical and less abstract one - was the
coming into existence of local self-government and partial guild
in the villages, towns, and cities.

the medieval society (Krause:

autono~

Together, these two theses made up

1971:16).

The rural villagers conducted self-government as the natural way
of doing business, and they elected their own officials.
government, the craft guilds played a ver,y vital role.

In this seU

The guilds, based

ona division of labor by occupational skill, became the primaX7 organizing
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bodies of the medieval town.

In fact, in many towns, the council was

made up of representatives from each major guild (Ullman:

1966). How

ever, the guilds were not a force for progress or change; they were
important in maintaining the economic and social status quo.
The beginning of the major universities during this period, essen
tially provided the base for the professions, as universities have done
ever since.

Because the Church governed the medival universities, the

faculty of arts and the schools of medieine, law, and theology all gave
ecclesiastical degrees (Carr-Saunders and Wilson:

1933) • Thus, all

learned professionals were churchmen, by definition, and the trained
practice of law and medicine was a m.onopoly of the Church, and thereby

ot the power ot the period.
Throughout most of the Medieval Ages, then, a man's estate - as
churchman, noble, guUd member, or serf - was his primary way of relat
ing to the overall society.
the governing ideology.

The Church stood at the apex and presented

In this model of individual-occupation-society

relationships, society, through the Church prescribed the role of the
occupations, which then prescribed the role of the individual.
rights and duties, at each level, was from "above".

The

And, in the Medieval

period, God was the ultimate end of the chain ot command (Krause:

1971:18).

This, indirectly, might be the basis of so many believing, or acting, as
j

it the professions are a divine right trom God!
It was the Church more than society which prompted the changes in
the structure ot nursing.

It provided an approved calling for women in

an occupation outside the home, either in monastic hospital settings or
by

v1si~tions

to the sick and poor in the back streets of towns.

It

--~....
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a~tracted

of
30n

private beneficence to hospitals, and made possible the care

rreater numbers of sick than had heretofor received attentions (Jamie

1937). Christianity also provided the impetus for the

and Sewall:

increased need for nursing.
Christians, motivated by a religious zeal which ignored all else,
.ave the elevation of the spiritual state of man, began a steady stream

ot pilgrimages to Jerusalem. MOst, lacking the supervision of leader

1
i

ship, easily fell prey to sickness and miser.y of a magnitude unknown be

1

I

tore in histor.y.

,1

direction, set up hospices, way-stations, and monasteries along the

i

route of pilgrimage to care for the victims.

1

improved and enlarged into hospitals by the Crusaders who followed dur

I

Other Christians, diverttng their zeal in a different

These care-facilities were

ing the years 1096-1271.
The orusaders made two notable contributions to medicine and
nursing.

First, their establishment of the hospitals provided the nu

cleus for some of the well known trade cities between Europe and ASia,
and medical oenters for the exchange of information between the differ
ent cultures.
ranks.

Second, the Mendicant Orders of Knights rose from their

These Knights, devoting themselves to nursing the Sick, made up

one of the largest segments of male nurses in histor.y.
It was inevitable that the experiences of those who took part in
the mass movements outside ~f their native state and exchanged cultural
components with foreign nations, would have strong and lasting effects
upon all of society.

The period of the Renaissance is marked by two

major changes affecting the individual-occupation-society relationship•..
The rise of the first - the reassertion of the individual as an entity
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in the face of larger organizations and offices - can be seen most con
cretely in the world of art, and in the imagination of independent

thought during that time (Krause:

1971:18),

The second major change was the development of a money
replace the land based wealth of the feudal period.

econo~

to

In a situation where

the group with the money has the power, an opportunity is created for
exploitation of resources through trade, investment, and credit finance 
in a word, capitalism. An elite of capitalists was forming itself; it
no longer took part in manual work, but was active in the sphere of organ
ization and management, standing apart from the rest of the middle class
and the working proletariat (Von Martin: 1963).
A further consequence of the loosening of the social order, the
concept of upward social mobility through changes in 'occupations became
a relevant one for the populace.

Escape to the city from the still

feudal-like countryside became a common phenomenon.

As the revolution spread northward from the Renaissance centers in
southern Europe, a reaction set in against the new power relations devel
oped between the Church and the merchant capitalists.

The revolt took

an overtly theological tone which brought about the establishment of the
Reformation and Protestantism.

This in turn, marked the beginning of the

decline in the power of the clergy as the paramount profession.

Gradu

a1l1', the infiuence of the telergy waned so that by the end of the seven
tenth century, the clergy could, as Increase Mather said, "no longer
meddle in the affairs of labor and economics, n but only advise sufferers

to seek consolation in prayer (Miller: 1961:307).
Nursing, during this period prior to the Reformation, was prett1'
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much unchanged in structure from what it was following the Crusades.
Monks and nuns continued to carr,y on the care of the sick in the hospit
als of the Knights, and in monasteries in other parts of the Christian
world.

During the Medieval Age, nursing, like medicine, could scarcely

be considered an art and science, but it was as good as anything else
which society enjoyed.

At least, it was under some measure of super

vision and its practitioners were motivated by a sense of altruistic
dedication.

The facilities in which nursing was practiced were better

than average structures.

They were erected for the care ot the sick and

poor by the Church or endowments from wealthy sponsors.

The hospitals

were usually located on well selected sites, and their architecture and
decorations resembled the ornate churches of the time.

Aged noblemen

and wealthy retired business men would often move to a hospital to spend
their remaining years in the care of its nursing personnel.
Probably not much can be said for the nursing care, per see
most part it was custodial in nature.

In

For example, one of the night

nurse's principal duties was to awaken patients to relieve their bladder,
or to see they were properly dressed if they left their beds for other
reasons.

In the Middle Ages, both men and women slept in the nude, and

a wrap was provided, not for reasons of modesty, but to prevent chilling
(Bullough and Bullough:

1969:52).

There was some uniformity in the qualifications for nurses, how
ever.

Beiore entering any of the nursing orders, aspirants had to show

that they were freeborn, celibate, free of debts, and'not lepers or
epileptics.

After a period of novitiate, the applicant was examined by

the bishop, in part to make sure the number of people in the nursing

-...... ...... 1
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orders was kept within limits.

This was a deliberate policy so that

hospitals would remain hospitals and not be turned into convents by
having too many religious in them (Bullough and Bullough: 1969:54).
For whatever value nursing had during the Medieval period, at least
it did carry the bulk of health care for the people.
darkest days in that age.

Medicine saw its

Medical progress was severally hampered by the

Church's ban on desecration of the human body by autopsy, and the teach
ing of anatomy was based almost entirely on Galen's observations derived
trom animal dissection (Frank:

1953:110). For this reason, and several

others, doctors were not ver.y popular.

Very few were attached to the

hospitals, therefore most of the care and supervision of the patients
remained in the hands ot the nurses.
The union between religion and nursing is ver.y important.

In the

beginning, it was a union between religion and medicine, and nursing was
a separate entity.

With the advent of the Renaissance, and its birth of

independent thought, dedicated men of medicine found argument with the
rigid control of the Church; the Church retaliated by with-drawing its
support ot medicin's efforts at research and exploration, thereby sty
~ing

medical progress.
Nursing, on the other hand, continued under the benediction of the

Church, for obvious reasons.

Nursing had never been defined as a sci

f

ence, any more than other homemaking skills, nor was it yet associated
with medicine, therefore no one was particularily interested in intro
ducing research and exploration into it.
assured as the Church's own.

Its stability appeared as

Probably most ilnportant, the ·majority ot

tho8e practicing nursing were in tbereligious orders,

andconsequen~
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bound to the Church by the vow of obedience.
During the Reformation, the power and possessions of the Church
were stripped away in much of Europe.

Among those losses were the

monasteries and hospitals where nursing was practiced.
no new organization was provided to replace them.

In most places

The problem ot fur

nishing nursing care reverted to a public, which was little stirred by
~

appeal of human distress. Secularism was the religion of the day!

With new worlds to conquer, both at home and across the seas, and wealth
in the offing for anyone who would seek it, men could not afford the

time to be charitable. Except in the few Church sponsored institutions
which remained, nursing passed into the hands of those civilians willing

to do

it,~and

a steady deterioration became evident.

In England where there had been some 450 charitable foundations
before the Reformation, only a few continued to exist after the death of
Henry VIII.

An even more radical effect of the Reformation on nursing,

both in Catholic and in Protestant countries, was the removal of almost
all men from the ranks of nurses.

Most of the nursing orders organized

by Catholicism after 1500 were for women, while in Protestant countries
nursing became a woman's occupation or calling.
Civic leaders, as well as Religious leaders, were not unaware of
the lack of adequate nursing care.

In England, after Henry VIII had

closed most of the monastic hospitals, it was found that the sick of
London were deprived of the aid given them by the religious hospitals.
As a result, in 1538, the Mayor, aldermen, and citizens of London peti

tioned·the king to reopen at least some of the hospitals, arguing that
this was an absolute necessity for "the ayde and comforte of the poor,
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sykke, blynd, aged and impotent persones beying not able to helpe them
seliffs." Henr,y VIII eventually acted by granting endowments for some
hospitals - St. Bartholomew and St. Thomas among them (Bullough and
Bullough:

1969:64).

R07al endorsement did not ensure the secular hospitals good nurs
ing service, however.

NurSing continued its downward trend, and by the

eighteenth centur.y nursing can be thought of in terms of a triology of
degradation of "persons, places, and things."
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the lowest dregs of society entered hospitals as patients.

Other levels, even the poor, remained at home to be cared for by their
family, or by domestic servants.

The hospital patients came from slums

and disease-ridden cellars. Alcohol was routinely smuggled in to them
and, under its influence, they frequently rose from their beds ot pain
to engage in free-for-all riots.

Police had to be called in to break up

the brawl among the patients - and to extract

a~

nurses who were found

involved in the center of the melee.
The nurses seemed as wretched as the patients under their care.
It was an accepted fact that they supplemented their meager pay by steal
ing and prostitution, and cared nothing for the patients they were

su~

posed to tend.
The hospitals were considered fitting "places" for the class of

inhabitants they had.

Large, bare, gloomy wards with as many as sixtY'

beds, placed less than two feet apart, the,y were little more than morgues,
tor few of the patients ever left them alive.

The bedding was seldom

changed, and a new patient would be placed in the same unclean bed that
a dead patient had just occupied

(~ebb:

1962:12).
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It is small wonder that the "things" done for the patients in the
name of nursing care were as wretched and inadequate as the "persons n
providing them.
The decline of the religious motivation and the inadequacy of
society to provide for the sick, created a need for nursing which would
have been urgent enough if society had become stabilized at that point.
However, this urgent need was heightened still further by the political
and economic conditions which were being disturbed in the late eight

eenth - early nineteenth centuries.

Civil revolutions went on in Europe

and America, and technical developments in all the civilized world were
moving rural craftsmen to city factories, rendering jobless thousands who
were unadaptable to the use of power machines, or not needed to run them.
The ranks of the unemployed grew

alarmingly~

Thriving capitalism, unregu

lated production and working conditions, poor adjustment to city life,
and bad housing increased the poverty, overwork, sickness, and 81mns.
Slums meant the worst in morale, sanitation, and health.

Society was in

sore need of reforms on all fronts.
While many of society's ailments and miseries could be blamed upon
its diminished religious consciousness, benefits also resulted from its
worldliness, and would not have been possible under the former religious
dominance.
nology.

Science was able to start its progression along-side tech
;

Man began to think more in terms of helping himself and his

tellow men by his own efforts, and less by supplication to the super
natural.

The professions gained in independence as a consequence of the
seculariza,tion of the society.

As they maintained their prestige as

I

I
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specialists in the needs of men, the legal and medical professionals
capitalized on the free scholarship of the recent Renaissance, on the
searching of the past and the entertaining of new ideas.

The signifi

cance of the Renaissance for understanding the role of creative OCCU
pations and professions lies in its parallel to modern times; a change
in man's ideas combined with a change in his social structure, may indeed

create the conditions, as well as the market, for new points of view from
the creators (Krause:

1971:21).

Some people, with high degrees of social conscience, worked to
bring about improvements in prisons, mental institutions, poor houses,
and hospitals.

And, nursing too, was in line for reforms.

time scholarly attention began to be paid to nursing.

For the first

As early as the

beginning of the eighteenth century, a textbook on nursing had been pub
lished at Vienna.

In Diderot's famous eighteenth century encyclopedia,

which attempted to "sum up all human knowledge,n nursing achieved recog
nition as an important occupation.

In the article, "Infirmier,· the

encyclopedia stated that nursing:
••• is as important for humanity as its functions are low
and repugnant. All persons are not adapted to it, and
heads of hospitals ought to be difficult to please, for
the lives of patients may depend on their choice of
applicants [fiurseil (Bu1lough and Bullough: 1969:81).
The article goes on to list the qualifications considered most
desirable for a nurse.

These are very similiar to those laid out by

Thomas Fuller (1654-1734), an English physician, who was one of the first

to upgrade the quality of nursing by securing women of higher social stat
US

than was commonly found in the occupation at the time.
In the Protestant hospitals, such as St. Bartholomew and St.

Tho~s,

n . , - .:

t·

e f( i·
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an attempt was made to provide the same caliber of nursing care found in
the monastic hospitals before the Reformation.

When St. Bartholomew was

refounded, the charter provided for a matron and twelve additional women
to care for the sick.

These women were to receive their board and room

plus some four shillings or two pounds a year for their duties.

Grad

ually as the staff increased, the term sister come to be applied to the
person in charge of a ward, and those under her were called nurses.

As

the stafr continued to grow, a hierarchy of nursing personnel developed.
Candidates for advancement to sisterhood

usual~

came from the nurses.

In 1678 it was ordered that the older nurses were to be preferred for
promotion to a sisterhood when a vacancy existed.

This form of upward

mobility on the basis of seniority is still in practice in nursing
institutions today.
St. Bartholomew exemplified other innovations for the period which
were to later become integral hallmarks of nursing.

Physicians were re

quired to make rounds in the hospital at least three times a week, with
a sister in attendance.

The physicians were further required to list in

a book the names of their patients and the medicines required for them.
The sisters were required to keep diaries of their own activities, and
those of the patients.

These original doctors' orders, nurses' notes,

and patients' records are still tound in hospital archieves, and pro
f

vided the models tor much of the modern nurse's paper work.
Shift rotation for nurses was apparently the custom, and differ
ential in pay for rotation and specialized care was recorded in 1805,
when the original two pounds a year was raised to slightly over thirty
two pounds a year.

Operating ward sisters received thirty-seven pounds;

I

~
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sisters on the foul (disease) wards were paid fifty-two pounds.

The

nurses in the operating ward received nineteen pounds; in the menls foul
ward they were paid twenty-four pounds, but had no night duty.
The sisters and nurses were expected to provide their own work
clothes.

Blue was the standard color for the sisters at St. Bartholomew.

In the first part of the nineteenth centur.r, the nurses, as distinguished
from the Sister, began to wear striped Uniforms with a blue belt (Bu11ough
and Bullough:

1969:68).

Student nurses in America are only recently

giving up the variation of the stripes9.
The first attempt at state regulation of nurses in England is not
credited to any hospital, but to the Irish Parliment.

In 1715, it passed

an ordinance which stipulated that nurses who did not conduct themselves

,well were to be committed to a house of correction for three months at
hard labor, as well as whipped publicly through the streets on a market

day between 11:00 A..M. and 12:00 noon (Bullough and Bullough:

1969:67).

In view of the caliber of those, in nursing, previously described,

it would be interesting to determine how frequently this law was carried
out, or how effective it was.
H)DERN NURSING

The most important reform in nursing took place in the mid-nine
teenth century, and had its beginning in a divine revelation of a young
girl of the wealthy and socially prominent class in England.

Recording

her revelationary experience, Florence Nightengale wrote in her private
diary:

"On Februa17 7, 1837, God spoke to me and called me to His service"
(li3bb: 1962:8).

I
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It is alleged in nursing circles, that before florence Nightengale,
there were no professional nurses; after Florence Nightengale, ever"

,

,

nurse was a professional! ThiS, of course, is a cliche honoring her
achievements in behalf of nursing.. It is an epitaph to the past; a pro
logue to the tuture.

It is certain tbat Miss Nightengale never raised

alott her lamp and announced, "from now on nursing will be a profession,·
but it is also certain that she lighted the way for the first steps to
ward the professionalization of nursing.
Undoubtedly, Florence Nightengale's greatest contribution to nurs
1ng was her introduction of formal training through a standardized cur

riculmn of study, conducted under the direction of a matron educated in
nurs ing and leadership.

Up until her time, the training of nurses was

in the form of apprenticeship.

Even Kaiserswerth, the school where she

was trained, did not have a formalized classroom. type ot education.

Im

provements in skills were not documented, but were passed on from matron
to novice by verbal and demonstrational teaching.

In 1860, the Nighten

gale Training School tor Nurses was founded by Miss Nightengale, and it
was operated in connection with St. Thomas Hospital (Frank: 1953:22$).
The Nightengale School was not only the cradle of professional
nurse education, but was also the foundation for the stereotypy which
has marked nurses ever since.

Florence Nightengale opened the school to

secular women on a nonsectarian baSis, but it was not nonreligious or
antireligious.

On the contrary, Miss Nightengale's personal religious

devotion permeated every concept she held.

She felt that a nurse must

be first, a person ot high moral character and God tearing; second,
inclined in nursing.

...

This prerequisite ot character has carried on into

I
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modern times.

Many nursing schools still request their applicants to

furnish references from a clergyman prior to admission, and gradutate
nurses are expected to conduct themselves in a morally acceptable manner,
comparable to schoolmarms and preacher's wives!
Florence Nightengale also looked upon nursing as a career for
women.

She did not think kindly of male nurses, religious or

othe~se.

She also broke through the social caste system which was then and is '
still prevalent in many countries.
of

~

She felt that any woman, of any class,

sect, who had the requisite qualifications for the vocation of a

nurse be given the best' possible training (Frank:

1953:226).

One ideal which she held to was her insistance upon the freedomot
nursing education from the control of medicine or public health.

She

believed that only nurses were qualified to teach other nurses.
It was Florence Nightengale's precedent regarding doctor's orders
that had the most important and lasting impact upon the stereotyping of
It not only positioned the nurse in the role ot subordinate

nursing.

to the doctor, but may have for all time, placed the occupation of nurs

ingoutside the realm of a profession. '
Before her time, nursing recognized very little authority beyond
itself.

During most of history, nursing was done independently . of medi

cal d.irection, following only the dictates of human nature and Christian
concepts.

As the monastic orders began to take over nurs ing, their mem

bers .gave allegiance of the vow of obedience only to their religious
Superiors.
~re

As late as the mid-nineteenth century, a doctor's orders

frequently recinded by the mother superior or matron ot a hospital,

it sbe thought them unnecessary.

."

The family members and maidservants,

I
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who provided the nursing care for patients in their homes, were much more
subject to the orders of the patient than of the doctor.

But, when

Florence Nightengale forbade her nurses at Crimea to give the soldierpatients as much as a drink of water, without the express orders of a
doctor, she eliminated the autonomy of nursing almost totally.
It must be said in her defense that Miss Nightengale did not issue
that directive because she was convinced that the doctors were the only
ones capable of making decisions about the care of the sick.

Her deci

sion was based upon subtle politics and couched in hard diplomacy.

Upon

her arrival in the Crimea, Miss Nightengale and her nurses were unaccepted
and ignored by the militar,y doctors, who refused her services as well as
the use

o~the

funds she brought for hospital provisions.

She knew she

could accomplish nothing until she had gained their confidence, so she
fought tire with fire.

She withdrew, and withheld her nurses' services

by refusing to allow them to even enter the wards.

By

not acting of her

own accord, she could show the doctors that she and her nurses were not
interfering busybodies.

Playing this waiting game, she would demonstrate

that her party wanted only to be under authority of the doctors.
week passed.

Final~J

A full

the overworked doctors gave in and asked for her

help.
The~e can be no denying the contributions of Miss Nightengale in

most areas of nursing.

Nor 'the fact that she made most of them under

very' adverse conditions and in the face ot much opposition.

In history,

she is best remembered for her heroic work in the Crimean War, but it is
open to speculation just how much she could have accomplished in the ,E!?
gress of nursing, it it had not been for that experience. As direct,
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dynamic, and revolutionar.y as she was, it is questionable whether she
could have found an arena so large and attention-getting, in which to
stage her fight, as the battle areas of the Crimea.

Also, how much

acceptance and support could she have mustered in her fight for improve
ments back home, if she had not returned from the war a national heroine?
Nursing may owe more to the Crimean War than it recognizes.
The newly formed United States provided a good testing ground for
the professions. Except for the Founding Fathers - those aristocrats
turned patriots - it was a nation of rugged pioneers. Most, having turn
ed their backs upon the aristocratic tenents of the Old world and forming
their values in accord with their interpretation of the "democratic"
theor.1, the citizens judged a man upon his ability alone.

Professions

had always been regarded with hostility by anti-aristocratic sentiment.
Professions, by their central skills, were potentially in a position to
exploit people, and could do them harm if strongly organized. Also, the
professionals generally came from the elite aristocratic families.

This

made America important to the histor,y of occupations and professions
because it had a period of active deprofessionalization during which
existing licensing laws for law,yers and

~sicians

remaining power of the clergy was broken (Krause:

were revoked, and the
1971:26).

During the periods of the rise of the early universities in Europe,
the professions were all located in them, but the focus changed in the
later centuries.

In America, especially, the professions of medicine and

law were outside the universities, and were learned through the appren
ticeship S,1stem.

In fact, the modern American university itself dates

only from the 1880 IS, when Johns Hopkins and Clark were founded as
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fraduate universities, and Harvard introduced the elective system and a
highly specialized scholarly faculty to staff it (Krause:
~edicine

1971:29).

and law became serious subjects of graduate study, with Johns

Hopkins leading the way in medicine and Harvard in law (Jencks and
Reisman:

1969:13).

At about the sare time, the Industrial Revolution

hit America.
NURSING

.!!!

AMERICA

The story of American nursing as a self-conscious claimant to
professional title began roughly in the 1880's.

Since that date, one

striking characteristic of national ieve10pment has been the massive
shift from a predominantly agricultural

econo~

to industrialization.

This shift has been accompanied by significant changes in the organi
zationof work, work site and the services offered by people who work.
Mass production of consumer goods eve:ttually predominated, and the ser
vices afforded only by the rich befors the twentieth centur,y, became the
common property ofa substantial proportion of Americans.

Associated

vi th this has been a tremendous expa!:.3ion of population res ul ting from

immigration and internal growth.
. level of

educ~tion

to meet

th~

This development also required a rising

demaDCs of the enlarging teChnology and

the upcoming generations of man-power.
Higher education, therefore,
life.

b~~e

a prominent feature or American

Finally, and here the consumer theme touched upon earlier is re

peated, the whole surge of the econOltJ over the past several decades had
brought hospitalization, medical serr:.ces, and bealth care to the verge
or being every citizen's right, whett:r through private purchase, insur
anee plans, or federal support.
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These are well known faots, but they are listed here as a cluster
vital to any understanding of either the structure or the functioning of

American nursing as an occupation.

The orgins of organized nursing in

America are inseparable from the tide of reform which swept middle-class
America during the 1870's, 1880's, and 1890's.
Many

of the reforms in America, like those in Europe a century

earlier, were directed at the deplorable social conditions, especially
in the large urban areas and immigrant centers.

Lillian D. Wald, founder

or public health nursing, provided home nursing classes and visiting nurse
service tor the inhabitants ot New York's lower East Side. After one
visit .. Miss wald stated that "all of the maladjustments of our social
and economic relations seemed epitomized in this brief journey" (Bu11-

ough and Bul10ugh:

1969:1$8).

SOCially minded writers inspired uni

versity students to study conditions among the poor, and by the end of
the century many settlements of social workers had been formed.
Addams'

Hu~l

Jane

House in Chicago was the most noted (Jamieson and Sewall:

1937:32).

The Industrial Revolution in America introduced a very critical
question tor consideration.

It is especially critical today for those

who are seeking to upgrade themselves, socially and economically, by
protessionalization:

,

What tactors determine whether a group of people "in
themselves" - those who can be seen as a catego;r of
workers - will become as well an organized group, such
as the industrialists, professionals, and craftsmen, a
group that will tight in its own interest? ••• Will up
ward social mobility, minuscule but real, be always
preferred by most to the riskier by potentially more
rewarding advance of a whole group? (Krause: 1971:31)

I
J
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This is a question many nurses have asked, and one which should be
a concern to

a~l

nurses.

The advancement of the whole group was a con

cern of the early leaders of nursing in America.

America had no heritage

ot trained nurses, therefore nursing struggled along with little organi
zation for almost four hundred years.

The Civil War marked a

t~ng

point, and may have been one of the catalysts which started the organi
zing of nurs ing in this country.

The nursing force during the Civil War consisted primarily of
women volunteers who were given short inservice training courses in hos
pitals for the duration.

When the war ended, those nurses who survived

its hardships returned to civilian life with a broadened viewpoint.
the seclusion and protection of the home,

ma~

From

of them had for the first

time entered public life, and had been recognized as valuable assets in
a new socially acceptable occupation.

They now felt a new independence

and were able to see opportunities for public service not recognized
before.
The Civil war, recalling so vividly the horrors of the very recent
Crimean

~r,

of nurses.

aroused a growing realization of the inadequate preparation
The medical profession began to turn its attention to the

organization of schools, and advocated their formation throughout the
United States.

Dr. S. D. Gross, president of the American Medical

Association, at its 1868 meeting stated:
It seems to me to be just as necessary to have we11
trained, instructed nurses, as to have intelligent and
skUlful physicians. I have long been of the opinion that
there ought to be in all the principle towns and cities of
the Union, institution~ for the education of persons whose
duty it is to take care of the sick (Bullough and Bullough:

1969:128).

I
I
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The number of s'c hools increased rapidly.

ally banished fear from the public's mind, and hospitalization during
illness became more popular.

1

t

I

Improved nursing gradu

The hospital was able to assume a respected

place in the institutional framework of social structure.

At the same

time the graduate nurse was proving efficient in the home as well as the
hospital.

To many women who wished freedom and economic independence,

this occupation offered an attractive opportunity.
During the late nineteenth century, a new class of nursing leaders
arose to organize nursing education more in the fashion of the profes
sions than in the style of the religious and mi1itar,y heirarchies that
had influenced the Nightengale System.

These leaders realized that the

most important vehicle of professionalism was the university, and that
univerSity education would be the instrument for transforming the skilled
nursing occupation into a profession.
This new type of professional training versus the Nightengale
System progressed well in America.

Some of America's university medical

centers employed several of the early advocates of professional nursing
education, and allowed them to experiment with didactic as well as
traditional apprentice techniques.

In 1899, a course in hospital econom

ics for graduate nurses was added by the recentlyetablished Teachers
College of Columbia University.

The Teachers College nursing curriculum

and collegiate nurSing education grew substantially, and the nursing

course, later the Department of Nursing Education, soon became the larg
est unit in the College.

Its faculty had the customar,y academic titles;

eventually it offered the usual doctoral, master's and baccalaureate
degrees for graduate nurses already possessing nursing diplomas.

Many

,
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of' its alumnae became the leaders in all areas of nursing.

Most import

ant is the contribution they made toward nursing meeting the criteria of'
professiona1ization.

I

The prof'essiona1 model had seemed inappropriate to nursing because
of the absence of a scientific and written body of nursing knowledge,
but advocates of' the new approach began to write textbooks and articles,
and they developed lecture and seminar methods of' teaching nursing know
ledge.

The graduate degrees necessitatied the writing of theses; much

of the research concerned nursing education and administration, but some
del t with nursing practice, and thus

~

professional lmowledge !!!.

created.
The-professional model also seemed inappropriate to nursing as long
as the hospital doctor was free to delegate his tasks to the nurse, but
Teachers College professors of nursing (and some other professional lead
ers) recommended that nurses specialize in

distinctive~

nursing work and

resist excessive delegations at the discretion of the doctors.

The

Teachers College Department of Nursing Education devoted much attention

to the development of public health nursing, because of it great practical
importance and because
auton01lll idealized

~

!!! offered nursing the

~

Opportunity

!.2!

the

the professional model (Italics added)(Glaser:

'19'66:

13).

At this point in history, it is of interest to consider a curious
paradox.

Johns, Hopkins was one of the most famous medical complexes in

the countr,y.

Its university was the center of' medical education, its

university hospital boasted a staff of distinguished clinicians, and its
training school for nurses was one of the first of many nursing schools
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affiliated in some sense with a university.
in

The nursing school founded

1889, provided exceptionally well-trained nurses for the hospital.

At the medical school, medical students took genuine university courses

I

and earned a genuine university degree.

The student nurses did neither.

The Board of Trustees had never considered the training school for nurses
as more than merely a superior training school, not a place where nurs
ing students got a university education.

The one man who could have had

a different conception of nurSing education was the president of the
university, Daniel Coit Gilman.

Under his administration, Johns Hopkins

became the graduate institution that so profoundly influenced American
higher education, and he was the driving force behind the establishment
of a scientifically orientated medical school which would be a genuine
part of the university rather than under the control of the univerSity
hospital.

But, what he established on the "American scene for medicine

he did not at all imagine for nursing.

He viewed nurses only as a means

to staff his hospital, and the better trained they were, the better the
staff would be.

Had he seen,had he even visualized in less suffragette

terms, that a university education m1ghtbe germane to the establishment

and efficiency of profeSSional nursing, then the course of American
nursing might have taken a radically different turn!

(Strauss: 1966:71)

Unfortunately, the far-sightedness of the nursing educators in the
university settings did not filter down into the hospital diploma schools,
. although some standardization had been

establ1~hed.

Most of the schools

had a formal curriculum and the length of their courses were extended to
three years.

The nurse herself, was finally recognized as the most

successful teacher of nurses.

Affiliation between schools began, to

17
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supplement the lack of broad training experiences, especially in the
smaller hospitals.

Some attention was also given to the regulation of

hours a student could stay on duty.

I
f

The eight-hour schedu.le began in

1890. However, the emphasis was not on education.
Efforts to increase the basic nursing education with postgraduate
courses also began in 1890. But, a tendency to get the work done,
rather than to give instructions, interferred with their success.

This

concept was common in most hospital schools, even for undergraduates.
Student nurses were used to aman" the hospitals, and students were
"palled" from class to fill in on the ward found short of help.
Understandably, this brought about a breech between the departments
of nursing education and nursing service.
lisbment of a nursing school in

.aqy

It also encouraged the estab

hospital needing the student man

power, regardless of the quality of students it could turn out.

The
10

result was a mushrooming of mediocre schools across the country.

This practice did not change until in the 1930's when the National
Committee on Grading of Schools of Nursing, after an extensive investig
ation of scbools and inquiry into public sentiment regarding nurses,
forced many school to close and the rest to place the educational ideal
in more prominence (Jamieson and Sewall: 1937129).
In the period 1893 to 1920, American women became more active in

groups and clubs (Guin~e:

~970:36).

Organizations, although they existed

prior to this period, were fairly well limited to domestic, church, and
cultural type activities.

Now they began to expand their activities to

include community and social movements.

The activities of the National

American Wlman Sufferage Association and the W::>men's Christian
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temperance Union during those years are prime examples.
Signs of a dawning group consciousness in nurses were shown about
the time of the Spanish-American War (1889).

Its first evidence appeared

in the organization of Alumnae Associations, the earliest of which was

tormed at Bellevue Hospital in 1889.
The

~rld's

Fair of Chicago (1893) included in its features a

Congress of Hospitals and Dispensaries.

There, papers were read which

emphasized the need and importance of organization and an American
Nurses' Association (ANA).

However, it was twenty years before an asso

cition by that name was actually founded.

Its official organ is The

American Journal of Nursing (!!!!).
The American Society of Superintendents of Training Schools formed
immediately after the Congress, and it marked a further advance in the
education of women for nursing.
In 1912, the National League of Nursing Education (NLNE) was
founded as an outgrowth of the American Society of Superintendents.

In

1932 the NINE became the Education Department of the ANA, although it
retained its own officers.

Its official organ is Nursing Outlook.

The National Organization for Public Health Nursing (NOPHN) was
also established in 1912.

Membership included doctors and lay people

interested in public health.
The Association of Collegiate Schools of Nursing (ACSN) was formed
in

1935 with the object of developing nursing education on a professional

and collegiate level, strengthening relationships with institutions of
higher learning, and promoting research.

Membership was limited to

schools or departments of nursing associated with a university.
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Two other nurses' organizations of importance were started during
this period.

The National 'Association of Colored Graduate Nurses (NACGN)

in 1908, and the International Catholic Nurses' Association (leNA) in 1923.

I

The aims of union in any body of people are strength to accomplish
projects for betterment, mutual protection from adverse influences, and
the moulding of an ideal. Among the ANA's outstanding results in the
nursing world have been the introduction of laws governing registration,
1D8l11' changes in educational methods, measures aiming at financial secur

ity for members, and the growth of a body of nursing literature (Jamieson
and Sewall:

1937:24).

One of the first problems to come before the nursing organizations
was that of protecting the public from unqualified nurses, and protecting
the graduate nurses from unfair competition in practice with those who
had had little or no preparation.

Governmental recognition of their

difference. in standing was necessary, and a legal system of registration
promised to answer the need.

Today, in its application to nurses, regis

tration, (licensure) requires legal accrediting of schools of nurSing,
and examination of their graduates by a special Examining Board which

authorizes by certificate the use of the letters RN (Registered Nurse)
after their names.
The histor,y of registration had been a long - and often difficult 
f

one.

In 1899, state societies were formed in the United States, to en

able nurses to approach legislative bodies with the dignity and strength
of a formally united grollp.

By 1903 these groups b egan to payoff, and

in that year North Carolina secured the first licensure laws which have

been acquired graduall.1 by other states.

B7 1952, all states and

I

I
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territories had such laws.
The professional criteria of autonomous functioning in the formu
lation of professional policy and control of professional activities was
being sought in the practice of accreditation
ed previously.

£f

nursing schools, mention

Government agencies accredit hospitals and schools in

most ot the world, but in America, much accreditation is extra-legal
action by professional associations.
legal regulation.

The effect is virtually equal to

The accreditation of hospitals and medical schools is

conducted by the American Medical Association (AMA), the American Hospital
Association (AHA), and the American College of Surgeons (ACS).

With such

a precedent, the national professional organizations of nurses have
attempted to control nursing education directly.

Since 1953, the National

League for Nursing (NLN) has granted accreditation to schools ot nursing
that meet its standards (Glaser:

1966:16).

The major professions have long recognized the need for codes of
ethics to guide the members in their practice.

Some professions govern

ethical practice by a pledge or oath subscribed to by the practioners.
Probably the oldest and best known is the Hippocratic Oath, expressing
the commitments of the healing practioner.

Using this time-honored oath

as a model, a committee of nurses, under the leadership of Mrs. Lystra
E. Gretter, wrote and dedicated a nurses' pledge to Florence Nightengale
in 1893 (Appendix B).

Miss Nightengale was in no way involved with the
,

,

writing ot the pledge, as is sometimes mistakenly assumed (Guinee:

1970:

35). In 1935, Mrs. Gretter revised the last paragraph ot the pledge to
read:

"With loyalty will I aid the physician in his work, and as a

'missioner of health' I will dedicate myself to devoted service to human

,0
welfare" (Kelly:

1968:24).

,
f
,

Freidson (1970a:186) does not agree that a code of ethics isa
criteria for professionalism.

He says, tlA code of ethics ••• is an impor

tant device for persuading the general public to believe that the mem
bers of an occupation are ethical, but it does not guarantee public

)

belief." However, it is an important characteristic of professions,
especially the one nursing was attempting to emulate, therefore it
deserves consideration in professionalization process.
Medicine was the first profession in the United States to adopt a
code of ethics.

Other professions followed suit over the years.

The ANA

adopted its first code tor professional nurses in 1950 (Appendix C).

To

be useful and realistic, a code must keep step with recent trends and
current developments.

In accord with this fact, the Committee on Ethical

Standards of the ANA prepared revisions of the original code in 1955 and
again in 1960.

The last revision was made and accepted by the House of

Delegates in 1968 (Appendix D).

Whereas the earlier codes placed emphasis

upon the doctor-nurse relationships, the 1968 revision focuse.s only on the
nurse as a practioner, is more concise and relevant to the present, and
designed to delineate ethical principles related to standards of practice
(ANA Convention••• :1968).
It is a phenomena of history that great changes.in all aspects ot
society follow in the wake of wars.

The changing importance of nursing,

as well as the increasing public awareness of the need for adequate
nurSing care, was demonstrated after the Crimean War and the Civil War.
It was demonstrated again after the Spanish-American War (1898)
and World War I by the govermnent attitude toward nurses.

.'

As was so

I

I
I

I

I

,1
often the case in history, neither the government or the nursing force
were prepared for the sudden demands made upon nursing by the conflicts.
Investigations made after the wars tended to document the fact that the
problems were not due to lack of trained nurses but rather to a lack of
effective organization of them.

Following the Spanish-American War, the

efforts for improvement resulted in the establishment of a permanent
Regular ArmT Nursing Corps through congressional action in 1901, and a
Navy Nurse Corps in 1908.
Volunteers and aides had been used during most wars, but in Wbrld

war

I they created a problem for nursing.

The American Red Cross provided

a series 2f special courses in bas ic hygiene and home nursing, and

It

grad

uates" from these courses, with the blessings of the Surgeon General,
were used in base hospitals.

Nurses, alarmed by this adulteration of

nurSing care, countered with a proposal for the establishment of an

A~

School of Nursing in militar,y hospitals, which was finally accepted.
Even though the Artny' School of Nursing was not a permanent iMtit- '
ution, nursing in effect had been recognized as a profession by the govern
ment.

This is nowhere more evident than in the growth of the federal

government as a large scale employer of nurses.

Nursing services were

established in the U.S. Public Health Service (1919), the Veterans Bureau
(1922), and the Indian Bureau (1924).

While nurses under the civil

service classification act of 1923 were classified as a sub-professional
group, they more than proved their value in these departments.
fields of employment were rapidly opening up.

More

Some twenty years later

the ANA managed to have nursing recognized as a professional service in
civil service classification (Bullough and Bullough:

1969:180).
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The returning veterans of
for society.

~brld

war I brought back many problems

Some returned to their homes, mental and emotional cripples

of "shell shock" and were unable to pick up where they had left off; others
returned as "basket cases" requiring continual nursing care.

Wlile society

tried to deal with the social and economic problems of the majority, it
was up. to medical and social science to deal with the vast others.

This

provided added impetus to the development of pyschiatry and mental health,
therefore rehabilitation also developed into a science in its own right
(Jamieson and Sewall:

1931:26). MOst of the causualties involved tissue

destruction seldom encountered by medical science before.

The repair and

reconstruction required for these cases opened extensive new fields in
plastic surgery and orthopedic procedures.

Both civilian and government

hospitals increased in number and nurses were needed to staff them~l
Nurses for staff level positions were not in short supply, but
those qualified for adminstration, supervision, and education were not
suf'flclent to meet the demand.

Although the social climate of the Roar- '

ing Twenties encourage a massive movement for the liberation and upperlevel education of women, nursing was still not the attractive kind of
work appealing to women of the middle and upper classes. Making it even
less appealing, the Crash of '29 and the depression which followed,
created a dearth of nursing jobs, especially among private duty nurses.
Many nurses yet today can r eca11 how it was, when unable to find work in
nursing, they turned to whatever was available, including clerking and
2
domestic labor:
The developments in nursing during the decades following WOrld
War I were associated closely with those in the technical, medical, and

" '; 'f7

.",
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social sciences, and in the public attitudes toward the sick, the dis
abled, and the indigent.

The combination of the developments in these

areas in turn brought about the change in the hospitals.

Hospitals,

while showing a decrease in numbers, were g rowing larger in size with an
increase of beds.

Operations, deliveries, diagnostio work-ups, and

patient care which used to be done in the patient's home or the doctor's
office could be done more efficiently and safely in the hospital.

The

advances in medical and surgical procedures required close observation
of the patients by a nurse, and the hospital was the logical place for
this.

The emphasis of nursing began to shift from the one-to-one basis

ot private duty nurse and patient to general duty nursing in hospital
ward settings.

Even the term, IIgeneral duty," began to change, for with

the increasing number of patients in a hospital it became the practice

to separate them into categories according to diagnosis.

Therefore, a

nurse would find herself working with only surgical or only medical
patients, rather than a mixture of both.

This division of nursing care

b.r patient diagnosis was general practice in the larger hospitals abroad
over a century before it became a policy in America (see page 35 this
chapter).

However, once started, the policy became an universal practice

in this countr.y, and soon nursing care was divided into sub-categories.

Just as doctors were being

~own

as physicians or surgeons, nurses began

to fill the role of clinical specialists - medical, surgical, pediatric,
psychiatric or maternity (Little:

1967).

Leaders in nursing recognized that the preparation of nurses up
through World War I, was not geared to meeting the increased needs • .
University schools had been preparing nurses in the specialized fields

..~.
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or education,

supervision, administration, and public health, but the

average staff nurse was still a product of the hospital school.

The

hospital school was not organized to provide more than training in
generalized nursing care.

The leaders knew that nursing must follow the

lead of industr,y and give its workers added training in a speciality in
order to obtain maximum performance.

The result was a renewed emphasis

upon university level education for nurses, and olinioal speoialities
within the universitYQcurrioulum.
Inspite of the increased emphasis by nurses, the growth of univer
sity level nursing education was ver.y slow until after Wbrld war II.
Then the number of degree-only programs rose from 54 in 1949 J to 109 in
19S4, 204 in 1966, and has continued to increase since that time (Bull
ough and bullough:
~

In

War I.

respects, WOrld War II was a repeat performance of Wbrld

It placed heavy demands upon nurs ing vhich taxed the· nursing

resources severly.
~

1969: 189) •

For the first time in histor.y, the American nursing

!!! spread around

mounting.

~

world. At the same time civilian needs were

Health insurance plans, organized in the 1930 1 s, were becom

ing key issues in industrial contract negotiations, and were putting
hospital care within the reach of even the low-skilled laborers.

Another

factor was the institution of government programs aimed at giving care
to military dependents in noMdlitary hospitals.

Congress also passed

programs directed at meeting the nurse shortage; the first were refresher
cc:>urses for inactive nurses returning to work, and grants to teachers
and nurses preparing for supervisory positions.

While these programs

made ·onl7 a small dent in the nurse shortage, t hey were important because
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they marked the first direct federal government support of nonmilitary
nursing education, thus setting the precedent for other programs to
tollow, principally the Nurse Traineeship Act of 19,6 (Public law 84-911)
expanded by the Nurse Training Act of 1964 (Public Law 88-581) and now
continued by the Health Manpower Act of 1968 (Public Law 90-490) (Levine:
1969).
It remained for the volunteers and the untrained civilian

~--~kers,

drawn in to fill the vacuum created by the nurse shortage, to carry most

or

the nursing load on the "home front" for the duration.

Of lasting

consequence, however, was the fact that a great many of the untrained
civilian workers continued to work in the hospitals after the duration.
ROLE AND IMAGE OF '!HE NURSE
- ----

With the ending of hostilities, doctors and nurses began returning
from the battle areas, bringing back some of the most revolutionary
changes of practice in medical and nursing history.

The introduction of

the miracle drugs, bold new surgical procedures, early ambulation of pa
tients, and crash training programs for auxillar.y personnel, were some of

,

the innovative changes which made many of the accepted practices passe.
The new concepts of nursing practice and the nursels role, which

resulted from the changes occurring in the 1940's, were received with much
ambivalence by nurses.

The change in role was harder for .maD7 to accept

than the changes in nursing practice.

It is probably true that in the

United States most non-nurses were unaware that the nurse's role was
changing at all.
The war made nurses and nursing more of a prominent feature in the
press and in the public eye than ever before, but they were still
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stereotyped by their image.

In the mind of society, the image of the

nurse is synonymous with her!2!!.

Society takes little notice of a

nurse's educational preparation, her participation in the organizations,
or even the complexity of her occupational activity.
that

basical~

It considers only

a nurse is a nurse, is a nurse.

In stereotyping her, society has also positioned the nurse.

She

'stands next to the doctor - slightly to his right and to the rear - as
his-trusted handmaid.

This proximity allows her to identify with the

doctor in a privileged way not accorded the other paramedicals, and in
his shadow, she radiates some of his medical magic.
also inescapably aligned her with

~

The positioning has

people, and their care is her

sacred trust.
The traditional role of the nurse evolved in step with her history.
As a simple home-based chore, nursing included the intimate, physical
contacts ot bathing, massaging, feeding, and comforting the fevered brow.
Added to them was the administration of oral and topical medication,
which had been assigned to her since the age of herb brew and mud pou
1ices.

With the advent of modern pharmacology, the administration of

drugs by inhalation and rectal insertion was included.

Now it is common

practice for the nurse to give intramuscular injections and do veni
punctures to administer parenteral fluids.

Bandaging, along with the

application of ointments and salves, was another inherited task of the
.I

nurse.

Following the introduction of modern surgery, came the changing

of dressings, the application of sterile compresses, the setting up ot
traction, external irrigation, internal lavage, and insulf'lation into
body cavities.
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The observations the nurse was able to make in such close contacts
with the patient were soon recognized as valuable to the doctor, and
rradual~

- if somewhat grudgingly - he began to turn over to her some

of bis jealously guarded diagnostic tools; the thermometer, the stethes
cope, the pressure cuff, and the catheter.

The evaluation of vital signs,

based upon the nurse's judgement, passed into the jurisdictional bailiwick

ot nursing.
The first changes in the nurse's role occurred so

gradu~

the years that it is no wonder her image barely reflected them.

over

However,

by the 1950's, the changes were coming so fast that the role of the modern

nurse bears slight resemblance to her predecessor.

The two principle con

tributors to the changes were the appearance of auxillar,y nursing person
nel on the hospital scene and the introduction of atomic age technology
in medical science.

Hospitals, like most other big businesses during the war, had
tound that they could function

remarkabe~

well with less skilled and

on-the-job..· trained staffs. Also, the work could be done quite a bit
cheaper by auxLllar,y personnel.

In lD8.l1Y of the occupations, these emerg

enc.y workers became permanent employees.
and nursing.

By

This was the case with hospitals

the close of 1945, over 212,000 women had been certified

as volunteer Red Cross Aides;, and hospitals were offering to pay them. if
they would continue on in their work.

MaIl1 of these women joined institu

tional payrolls, eventually becoming practical nurses when licensing for
practical nurses was started in 1949-19$0 (Roberts: 1954:.514). Still
tollOwing industr,y's practice of having a trained foreman supervise a
gang ot less skilled workers, hospitals began to introduce the concept ot
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team

nursing.
Basically, thesetteams consisted of a team leader or captain, who
a nurse, one or more LPN's, practical nurses or aides, and orderlies.

vas

The principle was to divide the nursing care of the patients into levels

which could be handled with different degrees of nursing skills (Barrett:

1968). In this way many more patients could receive good bedside nursing
care under the supervision of a nurse than could receive it directly
~

nurse.

.!!.2!

With the aide providing the minor services of feeding, toi

leting, and transporting the pat ient, and the LPN taking over direct
personal bedside care, it became the nurse's duty to carr,y out all the
technical aspect of his care, such as treatments, dressings,
istering medications.

~d

admin

Then, almost as a matter of course, the LPN

passed on the chores of bathing, massaging, and comforting the fevered
brow to the aide, and turned back to pick up the stethescope, the pres
sure cuff, the catheter, and the area of vital sign.

In quick succession,

she took over treatments, dressings, and the "passing of meds."

the

division ot labor in nursing became firmly institutionalized.
Nurses, both individually and
the division.

collective~,

vehemently protested

But, obviously it was a matter of fighting or joining,

and most nursing leaders 1ere wise enough to see that the only way to
guarantee quality nursing care - and safeguard their own positions - was
to accept the
~

!h!

~

concept

nurse on the other.

~ ~~,

and reach out to

~d ~!2!!

Intact, many nurses were finding themselves

too busy taking over the responsibility for the sophisticated machines
that medical technology was prodUCing, to miss their tormer
chores.

~edside

During the 19.50' s the nurse began t() routinely do EIG's, EEG's,
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resusitation, electronic monitoring, defibrillation, and hemodialysis in
the

emer~ency

rooms, the intensive care units, the surgeries, and the

newborn areas.
IMPACT

Q! TECHNOLOGY
Technological change

defL~ed by

Hall (1969:354) as "any alteration

.!!! ~ equipment utilized to perform !2!:!," had been occurring in nursing
at about the same rate as in other occupations down through histor.y.

When

the Industrial Revolution ushered in automation with mechanized transfer
of materials, assembly-line production, and then the application of com
puters to paper work, nursing began to lag behind industr.y by an ever
widening chasm.

Two reasons for this stand out.

First, technological

changes must precede automation, and these changes are costly.

The "pro

duction" of the hospitals could not be increased sufficiently to warrant
the cost of replacing nurse-power with mechanical-power, as long as
nurses' wages 'were kept low.

Second, in general it is easier to automate

processes dealing with products than with services (Hall:

1969:356).

When automation did make a serious entr,y into an area of nursing care, it
did so with an ironical twist.
The "passing of meds" by an LPN, or any non-nurse person, was an
issue

bf

heated debate by the nurse~3 She was still contesting the legal

ity of this delegation of one of her most sacred duties at the same time

it was being taken over in'the other direction by automation.

The concern

of nurses, as well as others in the health care field, about errors in
medication as a factor in the quality of nurse-care, led to extensive
studies in an effort to eliminate the causes of error (Baker:

1963). The

I
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automation of the drug dispensing practices appeared to be one answer.

I

The introduction of the Brewer Cart System at Landenau Hospital,
Philadelphia, in 1961, left little for the nurse to do but slip address
ographs into a shuttle on the cart, wait for the desired drug in its
prescribed dosage to be delivered through a chute, and hand it to the
patient.

Since the cart was filled by the hospital pharmacist, who had

personally transcribed the doctor1s original orders, and the cart would
not dispense

~

drug unless the correct addressograph plate was used,

most of the responsibility for the administration of medication was re
moved from the nurse.

More was removed a few years later when the

Brewer System became obsolete and hospitals began to install pneumatic
tubes systems whereby individual doses of medication were delivered
directly from the pharmacy to the patient at the prescribed time, day or
night.

Simultaneously, a record of the transaction was put on the

patient 1s permanent chart (Letaurneau:

196.3).

The area of vital signs also came under the influence of automation
in the 1960 1s.

Electronic thermometers· had been used in recovery rooms

and intensive care units early in the decade and provided a continual
tracing similar to that produced by the cardiac monitor.

Over two years

ago, the oral electronic thermometer made its appearance in the hospital
wards.
about

The thermometer unit gives a thoroughly accurate reading in

1, seconds, and records as readily for an aide as for a nurse.
Ultrasonic sound is used to monitor and record pulse and blood

pressure by an electronic transducer in the occlusion cuff (Ultrasound••• :

1970).

ftDepth sounding" by the same energy through amniotic fluid has

been found to provide a very accurate measurement or the fetal head and

d
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the position of unborn babies.

Both procedures can be carried on, and

reported, automatically and continuously.
t

A new respirator" monitor measures respiration, and also the amount
and types ot blood gases in a patient's blood stream without puncturing
his skin to obtain the blood. A wrist band with a plastic membrane,
which allows gases but not liquids to pass, is attached to supersensitive
electrodes transmitting impulses to a graph (Bloodless ••• :
Internal drainage tubes - Levine, catheter, chest,

1969).

tracheosto~,

etc. - are equipped with radio transmitters small enough to fit inside
the lumen, and which sends buzzing signals to an FM transmitter when the
tube is

blo~ked

(Trach••• :

1969), thus reducing the need for constant

checking for tube patency.
['

Technological advances not only removed much responsibility from
the nurse and placed it with

auxilla~

personnel and ward clerks, but it

also shifted another sizable amount to the computer machines.

Although

the machines were supplied and programmed by a multitude of human author
ities, no single individual had the responsibility for their output
information.

Final decisions were the responsibility of the computers,

whether they were used in industr,y, science, education, medicine, or
whatever.

Ironically, the responsibility of nursing practice assumed by

the computers was taken from the area of the nurse t s independent thinking
and judgement.

This is, of course, in keeping with the definition of auto

mation, as stated by Mann and Hoffman (1960):
••• the application ot control devices of a feedback nature,
to provide self-regulating production processes. Whereas
.mechanization replaced man's muscles ••• automation has re
placed man's sensoria in monitoring processes and has re
placed his brain in certain regulator" decision-making
functions (Mann and Hoffman: 1960 :191).

l

II
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bOnr the first affected was her highly esteemed nurse's notes.

This

.13borate charting system, considered the great tie binding together the
continuity of patient care, is thought to be almost as important as
d,etor's orders (Rosenbert and Carriker:

1966). In institutions using

dlctophones and/or ward clerks for transcription, the nurse is no longer
required to chart her observations in notes.

Even more devasting to the

nl11'se's self-image, was the revelation that charting may be nothing more
than "busy workl"

A study carried on by walker and Selmanoff (1961), re

ported some saddening facts.

or

"Nurses' notes are not an effective means

communication; their significance has diminished; the frequency of

omitted information is high; and they are relatively unimportant to the
majority of the medical and nursing personnel involved," (Fox and

Ke1~:

1961 :523). -
Since the beginning of profeSSional nursing, a century ago, one
area of medical care has been a highly explosive one for both doctors
and nurse - diagnosing! The medical profession has defended it as that
profeSSion's absolute right; nurSing has been divided between coveting
the right, and shying away from it to the point of irrationality.

HoW;

ever, leaders in nursing, who advocated the independence of nurses in
the health care system, began pushing nurSing
1940's.

~

plans back in the

Nursing diagnOSis, per se, was a crucial component of their

framework.

This diagnosing was accepted by the medical and nursing

groups - as long as it was not vigorous enough to infringe upon the med
ical diagnoses.

Now, in hospitals which have developed automated nurse's

notes and combined them with daily data from the computer, the nursing
care plan for eaCh patient is compiled automatically into a comprehen
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sive printout in which his current status is instantaneously available,
as well as any changes in conditiona and orders (Speed: 1969) •

In this

area, nursing diagnosis is gradually retreating again.

I

NurSing diagnosis is not alone in being affected by the introduc
tion of automation and cybernation in health care. The entire field
diagnoses is feeling the impact.

or

The Adaptive System Research Group of

Ohio State University is engaged in studies which promise to affect
diagnosing responsibility even more.

Systems analysis through develop

ment of a mathematical model is used to demonstrate the interrelation
ship of functions between the patient and the "real- world; the patient
and the care personnel (Pierce:

1969,.) .. Although an explanation ot the

system and_discription ot the patient-care model are too extensive to be
included here, they do illustrate the possibility of placing the respon
sibility for decision making and care planning within the jurisdiction
of a machine more than a person.
Innovations coming from the Laboratory of Computer Science, Massa
chusetts General Hospital, are appearing virtually daily.

Two of the

more recent ones are computer-acquired patient medical histories and the
companion follow-up, a programmed physical examination with computer
(Grossman: 1971) (Kranner:

1971).

The combination of these two records

can be put on an easily read printout showing a patient's physical con
dition within ten minutes.
The next logical step from computer-acquired medical histories and
physical examinations is to computerized diagnOSiS, and this too, is now
a reality to a limited degree.
~exas

A system, devised at the University of

Southern Medical School, using IBM data processing, diagnoses
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blindness by producing maps of the patient's field of vision.

It not

only detects the type of eye disease, but the degree of vision loss
(Computer Tests ••• Blindness:

1969).

A computer that helps clinicians determine the difference between
normal and cancerous cells has been developed at the University of Chicago.
It consists of a standard fast-scanningmicrospectrophotometer integrated
with an IBM 360-50 computer (New Computer••• : 1969).
Phonoangiograp~,

a new technique, makes it possible to diagnose

atherosclerosis without invading the arteries.

Instead of catheter-in

sertion and dye-injection, a sensitive microphone is used to pick up and
record sounds produced when blood flow (normally silent) reaches narrowed
arteries (RN••• :

1971).

Another form of diagnosing is being done at a Boston hospital
satellite, called telediagnosis.

By means ot a two-way television hook

up, electronic monitoring, and sound-relay devices, a doctor two miles

away in the general hospital is able to examine, diagnosis, and prescribe
tor a patient in the satellite station (McLaughlin:

1969).

By attaching

the in-put data from the satellite clinic to a computer memory bank with
programmed matching data, it would be possible to replace the doctor with
the machine.

Even the nurses, who now man the satellite end ot the oper

ation, could be replaced by trained lay technicians.
It is also possible tor a nurse - or trained "observation-techni
cian" - to visit a patient in a home setting, and by dialing a computer
and

describing the patient's symptoms to it, receive a feed-back includ

inrdiagnosls, and prescribed treatment (Mussallem:

1969).

Within the very near future, computers will be making the weighty

decision upon who will receive organ transplants.

Tissue typing labor

atories are being set up in three eastern universities.

Using fifty-

eight basic tissue types, an organ will be classified and the data fed
into a computer that already has full tissue typing data and clinical
~ormation

on potential recipients.

It will then match the organ to

the most compatible recipient (Computer to Decide ••• :

1969).

With these science-fiction dramas a here-and-now actuality, it is
also a possibility that the "way-out" predictions of such writers as
Hassenplug (1962) and Bennett (1910) are coming true.

Thus, the sugges";'

tion that patients are soon destined to be untouched by human hands
(Untouched••• :

1962) is more fact than fiction!

The big advances from technology and automation appear to primarily
affect the field of medical science.

However, it takes only a small

stretch of the imagination to see how they can have a profound affect
upon nursing as well.

And their implications are not only in the role

of the nurse providing nursing care; they can alter her entire occupa
tional profile.

If a computer can provide a doctor with a correct

diagnosis and prescribed treatment regime, it cando the same for a
nurse - or a technician, or an aide, or even directly for the patient
himself•

.!!!! PARAMEDlCALS
Those who speak out in defence of automation in nursing, such as
Bertha E. Bryant (1969), argue that automation will free the nurse from
routine tasks and permit her more time for individual patient care.

"The

advent of the computer will be a humanizing rather than a dehumanizing
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force, bringing the nurse much closer to the bedside. 1t
But, the place at the bedside has already been taken, first by the
LPN, then the aide, and now by a contingent of paramedical techniciansl
The well established hand-in-glove fit between doctor and nurse

roles was not the only incident in the medical division of labor that
the doctor's work was so nicely complemented by assisting groups.

Doctors

have delibrately elevated groups of technicians into paramedical positions,
and these in turn, have set out to establish domains for themselves in the
field of medical science.

In rapid order then, the nurse saw more of her

responsibilities being taken over by surgical technicians, inhalation
therapists, "prep" teams, psychiatric aides, PT assistants, and IV teams,
to name a

few~(Barrett:

1968).

Even the public health nurse, one of the most autonomous and selfcontained members of the health team, is finding home health aides doing
the nurSing care of the home patients, and community service workers pro
viding services to the family and community which were once exclusively
hers.

Reports from Greenlick (1967)14 and Hurtado (1969)1$ indicate that

such ancillary personnel are able to provide more comprehensive service
for the patients than individual professionals can.

The aides and workers

can be trained in the basic principles of many disciplines and are able

to become more atuned and responsive to the patient's overall needs than
if they were limited to one technical area.
What is more, the nurse is seeing the nonphysicians
taking the hospital

~ ~

treat

~

patient.

~

nonnurses

Emergency care outside

an institution was formerly limited to such lifesaving activities as
those taught in first-aid courses, but this is no longer so.

For instance,
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~nder

to

a new state law permitting specially trained paramedical personnel

perform lifesaving procedures once permitted only M.D.s and R.N.s,

firemen and ambulance attendants in southern California have been saving
heart attack victims.

They administer EKGs, five classes of drugs IV,

(when necessary), and defibrillate, in addition to such conventionally
permitted procedures as oxygen administration (Firemen••• :

1971).

MObile units provide a great many former hospitals-based services
DOW.

Bulky hospitals equipment can be reproduc'ed in transistorized mini

units, some small enough to fit into private cars.
shift some hospital functions back

~

This is tending to

the community and decentralizing

medical and nursing care.
Techhological changes and automation alone cannot be blamed for
this shift.

Governmental intervention in health matters and the social

climate developing after mid-century play vital roles.

The entrance

ot the government into the field of health jurisdiction is not new. The
Social Security Act of 1935 enacted some of the most widespread govern
mental and health partnerships in America.

Public Law 89-97 or Title XVIII

(Medicare) and Title XIX (Medicaid), passed in 1965, are actuallyammend
ments to this same Act (Petrowski:

1969:17). While community agencies

over the country have in the past provided only nursing services, Medicare
stimulated the introduction of other services to the patients at home, as
occupational therapy, speech therapy, and medical social work, as well as
home health aide service.

Because Medicare programs could not be matched

by the necessary manpower needed, Medicare focused on, and stimulated the

growth of training courses for paramedical personnel.

This also placed

an increased demand upon nursing in areas where nurses had previouslY been
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at a minimum, such as nursing homes and extended oare facilities

(Teitelbaum: 1969).
the

More and more nurses were required to supervise

paramedioals, auxillar,y workers, and volunteers manning the growing

health facilities.
Public Law 89-749, the Comprehensive Health Planning Law of 1966,
aarked the beginning of a new era uniquely characterized by man's respon
libility for engaging in planning, and placed health services within the
reach of the total population through non-federal governmental and non
profit private agencies (U.S. Congress, Senate ••• : 1966).
The scope of this legislation, even in brief (Appendix E), can not
be explored here, but its far-reaching, health servioes are in line to be
revised and expanded, at the same time that new ones are developed.
The social changes whioh took place in the 1960' s can only be
.entioned in highlights, too.

The anger of the militants, the indiffer

ence of the non-oonformists, the unrest of the youth, the affluence of
the countr.y, and the recognition of the hidden poor, all contributed to
a new look in society and an increased social conscience among the
.asses. Society also developed health conditions of pandemic propor
tions.

Drug addiction, serum hepatitis, venereal disease, young teen

age pregnancies and illegitimate births were rampant.

The hippie culture

brought with it food fads, hygienic practices, and do-your-own-thing home
deliveries, which compounded the problems

alrea~

faced by public health.

The hipP.1-types turned their backs upon the health services, as provided
by the Establishment.

Voices from the slums, the ghettos, the backwoods,

the activists, and man,y of the leaders of the professions, began to rise
up to demand health care as a right instead of a privilege. Many took it

l
J
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upon themselves to provide the care through non-professional and non
official means.

Community and organization-sponsored clinics began

springing up in areas Where the unmet needs seemed the greatest.
ma~

While

such attempts did not accomplish their purposes, the success of

those who did, emphasized the need to decentralize health services and
bring them

~

the consumer (Rambousek:

1970).

The student rebellion, evident throughout the whole education
system, and also a hallmark of the social unrest, permeated the halls of
the professional schools, and even the classrooms of the schools of nurs
ing (Rogers:

1971)(Jones: 1970).

The students, in these

rormer~

staid,

tradition-bound institutions, began demanding changes in the curriculums

to include--subjects and experiences to better equip them to cope with the
"real" world in which they would be practicing as professionals.

They

were also demanding a voice in their own education, and the right to
question the infallibility of the previously accepted dicta.

Yhile not

many graduates have yet emerged under this new philosophy, the trend has
been set, and the doctors and nurses of the future can be expected to
function with a definitely different view-point" than their predecessors
(Robinson:

1969).

Nursing made a start in this direction as far back as the 19$0's,
when it introduced its Associate Degree (AD), or "two year nurse" Program.
This was an outgrowth of the efforts to further upgrade nursing education
by securing college credits for students, and was encouraged by the suc

cess ot the crash-training utilized by the militar,y to train medics
during World War II. The pilot program of the AD was set up in 1952" at
Teachers College, Columbia University (Montag: 1954)" and became one ot
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the most controversial subjects in nursing circles.

Not since the LPNs

had made their debut, had nurses - as a body - raised such a hue and
cry.

"Nurses in two years?

It can 't be done; lit

The AD Program had many good points and some bad ones (Oshin:
the details of which "would constitute a book alone.

1964),

Foremost was the

step-up in the number of professional nurses graduating every year on one
hand, and the further division of nursing into status hierarchy on the
other (Bullough and Bullough:

1969:233).

The newest version of the changing pattern in nursing education is
the introduction of LEGS

(~arning

!xperience Quides for Nursing

~tudents).

The LEGS program is the curriculum for the "career ladder," or vertical
mobility in nurse preparation, and is used
(LEGSletter:

primari~

in Community Colleges

1971). The career ladder concept is no recent innovation

in

the health personnel field; for several years nurse aides have been able
to advance to the LPN rung through special training courses in some
institutions (Aides Climb ••• :

1969). The LEGS programs, based on core

courses for the ladders offer college credit for all subjects, from the
basic to the advanced.

The students

progress upward at their own speed.

a~l

start out on the same level, then

They may stop at the end of any phase

and qualify for aide, with a certificate; LPN with license; or RN with
an associate degree (New Kind••• :

1970)!6

Undoubtedly, many nurses, and non-nurses, regard. the program as
still another adulteration in the quality of the preparation of nurses.
However, since the program prepares aides and LPNs in collegiate courses
which carr,y the same college credits as those received in the preparation
of the RNs, LEGS programs should be cons idered an advancement in the
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upgrading of all nursing education (Drage:

1971).

The current supply of all health manpower is at a critical stage,
and is so ineffectively used that the full opportunities of the profes
sional are reduced and the hopes of the public are left unfulfilled
(Michael:

1969). But the National Advisor,y Commission on Health Man

power has stated that the crises is not one of numbers alone (Report••• t

1967). The adequacy depends upon the organization of personnel and
their combination with other sources just as much as it does upon numbers.
The Commission recognizes that unless the system of providing health care
is improved, the care will continue to become less satisfactory, even
though there are massive increases in cost and numbers of personnel.
This-view is shared by others.

Haughton (1969) states:

••new deliver,y systems must be designed to produce maximum
benefits for the total community. Efforts must be expanded
to train additional health professions; their training has
to change since they must be taught to work in new relation
ships with auxillary personnel and within new organizational
frameworks. Steps must be taken to modify the professional
practice law in order that auxilIary personnel may legally
perform the services for which they can be trained, and to
relieve professionals of the legal liability for these
delegated services. Also, a long look must be taken of the
present credentialling requirements - which have system
atical\y excluded people from service - and modify them so
that they are relevant to the task to be performed
(Haughton I 1969:1).
This theme is repeated in the literature in which others advocate
the end of licensure for all kinds of health personnel, thus avoiding
artificial barriers.

Hershey (1971) feels that nurses should not be hem

med in by legal definitions.

There are also found numerous reports of

the attempts to increase the deliver,y of health care by establishing
training programs aimed at improving the established groups, and creating
new groups of health workers.

Even names are lacking for some of the new

~""""'"

'~.

,~
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semi-professional occupations in the health field (Organ:

1969). One

group of new workers - who acquired a label after some debate - is the
Physician's Assistant (Stead:

I
I

1967).

The first of this group were pro

duced at Duke University in a program established to utilize the vast
manpower of the discharged military medics and corpsmen (Medical Corps
men••• 1 1969). Now other institutions are offering PA programs to nonveterans.
Like the LPN and the AD nurse, the PA brought forth a protest £rom
nursing.

Primarily, because many nurses considered the PA an usurper

who was a threat to their traditional doctor-nurse kinship. Other nurses,
however, looked upon the new occupation covetously, for it represented to

-"
many a toreward
step out of the

£2!! 2.! nurse closer to that of a doctor

(Bulloughand Bullough: 1971a)(1F••• :

1971).

Programs for "nurses associates" became well established in the
1960's. The nurse specialist has been mentioned previously, but this
change in function did little to alter her role - or to alleviate the
pressing demand for increased mediaal care as it became acute.
specialities were in nursing care, not medical care.

The

ProbablY because

ot her mother-image, the tirst medical area to ofter the new respons
ibility ot nurse associate was pediatrics (Ped. Nurse ••• :
Program:

1970) (ANA/UP••• :

1970) •

1970)(AF Sets

The next logical medical area to

f

draw upon the nursing manpower was obstetrics, with the revival of the
age-old role ot midwife (nurse-midwife)17(New ACOG••• :
Midwifery••• :

1971) (Bean:

1970) (Nurse

1971).

In view of the admirable history of midwifery around the world"

the recognition of the role of nurse-midwife in America is long over-due.

t
i
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Her worth has been amply proven, although not well publicized, and the
prime eXample is found in the Frontier Nursing Service of Wendover,
This public health, visiting nurse service, founded by Mary

Kentucky.

Breckinridge in 1925, provided care for the isolated families in the
Kentuc~

hill-countr,y where medical care was practically nil, or at best

limited to an occasional visit by an itinerate doctor.

Miss Breckinridge,

and the original three - later 31 - women of the service, were able nurses
and staunch women.
land), and

final~

Trained first in nursing, then in midwifery (in Eng
public health, they braved the dangerous, craggy

mountain roads by foot or horseback, in all kinds of weather, to meet
every known type of medical and nurs log emergency (Poole:

1943) •

The

Frontier Narseshave now advanced to riding the rough roads in jeeps, and
they have a 21-bed hospital in Heyden,
but, they are still pioneers.

Kentuc~,

with two resident doctors,

Not only pioneers in a primitivecountr,y

side, and among little less than primitive people, but in the trail they
blazed in nursing by demonstrating the ability of nurses to efficiently
carr,y the load of health supervision and care in a community setting
(The Road:

1969).

Community health coordination is another area in which the nurse
is now playing an increasingly important role as a family health practi
tioner.

Grants from the U.S. Public Health Service are providing train

ing which will qualify the nurse to diagnose, manage clinics, and pro
vide comprehensive health care to all family members in such settings as
neighborhood health centers, private and group health clinics, and iso
lated rural areas (Calif••• : 1969)(Vanderbilt••• : 1971).
Most

or

the changes in nursing today are the result of society's
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changing demands upon it.

More financial resources and a higher level

of sophistication of the general population is creating requirements
tor remedial services beyond those offered by the traditional services.
Now nursing is being confronted with the most recent trend - the in
creasing importance of the manipulation of ideas.
service-hUman resources domination (Neighbors:

This emphasis upon

1910) is evidenced by

the increases in professional and managerial categories of labor, and
the fact that work is more and more "people oriented."

Less formal

supervision is required in the idea and people sectors of the orgam
lations (Hall:

1969:29). While this de-bureaucratizing trend is only

slightly preceptible in the medical and nursing structures yet, it is
evident

an~

promises to become more so as increaSing numbers of pro

tessionals - including doctors - begin to work in complex organizations
where power is split among managers, professional experts I and lay
boards of directors

(Wilens~:

1964).

This trend can be ver.y influ

eneial in the future progression of nurSing toward professionalization.

I

.. J

CHAPTER III
PROGRESSION TOWARD PROFESSIONALI:ATION
There is little argument that nursing is an oocupation:

it is a

social role performed by adult members of society; !t directlf and/or
indirectly yields social and financial consequences.

The fact that all

ot its nurse-members do not continually pursue the activity of nursing,
or that it does not constitute the major focus throughout their lives,
1. not of

~

great importance in labelling nursing as an occupation.
I

-once a nurse, always a nurse, n is a generally accepted cliche.

Probably

tor the reason that when a nurse leaves the occupational role she usually
does so to assume a role of housewife and mother.

Society tends to

accept the image of the nurse fitting as well in a domestic setting as
in an occupational one.

This lack of distinct identity of roles, the

"fe'r1' duality of them, contributes to the slowness of nta.ny to accept nurs

ing as a profession.

The attitude probably will not change appreciably

until either the natural role of homemaker is granted professional status,
or until professional status loses some of its traditional acuity.

:RITERIA
Several definitions of occupatiqnsand professions were offered in
Chapter I, and with but slight variation they all tend. to agree on very
definite attributes which constitute professional status.

A profession

j

aut have a specialized body of knowledge, based upon abstract theory

~

research; it expands that knowledge by research and continued study.

The

body'

of knowledge is used in providing practical services to society; the

authority to make decisions on delivery of the services is based on that
knowledge.

~£

The preparation of the members of a profession is entrusted
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to a university level institution, and a tight control is exercised over
the recruitment of the applicants.

In the institute, the members under

go a socialization process which creates an attitudinal consensus among
them.

They also consider the profession of their choice as a lifework,

and develop a certain solidity with other members with whom they can
communicate by a language and set of symbols specific to their given
profession.

The professional culture is maintained by membership in

professional organizations, which also act as internal controls on the
members.

The power and privileges of a profession are given to it by

community sanction, and the profession, in turn, protects society by
rules, usually set up in a code of ethics.

The last, and probably most

important criteria, is that of autonomy.
The authorities also agree that very, very few of the occupations
can meet all of the criteria, but the degree to which one does, determines
the degree of professionalization it has undergone, thus how much of a
profession it is.

-----BODY OF KNOWLEDGE

Nursing has moved far along the continuum toward professionalism.

-

It has met most, and even all of the criteria of a profession, to some
degree.

One of the surest signs of progress in a scientific field, or

profession, is the growth of its literature (Notter:

1967). During the

century of professional nursing, the growth of its literature has been
phenomenal.
The founder of professional nursing herself did not contribute much
toward the body of nursing knowledge.

Although a prolific writer,
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:1orence Nightengale devoted

letters to those who could

of her efforts to the composing of

mO$~

furt~er

her causes in behalf of nursing.

She

did write some books of general directions on the delivery of health

care ot which Notes

~

~~s

Nursing

- and still is - the most popular.

Curiously enough, even this book was not a textbook of professional nurs
ing, but was designed to help

average housewife care for the

t~e

ot her family (Webb: 1962:44).

heal~h

It remained for Miss Nightengales suc

cessors to provide the foundation for the present volume of nursing lit
erature.
The efforts of the early leaders of nursing education in America
were hampered by the dearth of reference literature resources as much as
by aqy

other pioneer deprivations.

Dever been documented.

The art and science of nursing had

It is surprising that even a brief list of about

50 textbooks could be appended

to the first curriculum committee report

to the SOCiety of Supertendents in 1896.
~

The list was headed by Notes

Nursing, but less than a dozen of the other authors were nurses.

tirst textbook by an American nurse was Clara S. Weeks'
NurSing

~ ~

Use

££ Training

Schools, Families,

~

!

The

Textbook ot

Private Students,

published in 1885. Other textbooks of the period, several of which sur
vived through many revisions well into the twentieth centur,y, include
Harriet Loundsberry's Ethics of NurSing (1889), Lavina Dock's Materia
~edica

(1890), Isabel Robb's Nursing, ~ Principles and Practice (1893),

and Diana Kimber's Anatomr (which passed through its 12th revised edition
Over twenty years ago) (Roberts:

1954).

Attesting to the newness and uniqueness of this emerging body ot

I
~

knowledge was the fact that publishers frequently declined some of the
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,arlY

manuscripts, such as Adelaide Nutting's four-volume History of

~iur51ng

(1907), on the ground that the subject matter had no market

value and would not pay its way (Roberts:

changed considerably now.

or

1954:65). This attitude has

Most of the major publishing houses, and many

the smaller ones, have sections devoted to nursing science, which

yearly produce hundreds of nursing textbooksl 8 Besides the instructions
t
in basic nursing care procedures, their contents include extensive explor

ations into the allied disci'plines of medical, social, physical, and be
havioral sciences, and the paraprofessional fields; their subject mat
ter ranges from abortion through x-ray,

biochemist~

through zymology.

Further evidence of the ever expanding body of lmow1edge is found
in the volumes of professional periodicals coming out every year.

The

American Journal of NurSing Company, of which the ANA is the sole stock
holder, is to all intents the "publishing ·house for the profession," and
began publishing the American Journal of Nursing (!!lli.) in 1900.

This,

and several other publications, are directed at general nursing topics,
but each has its distinctive format and focus of interest.

However, with

the increased emphasis on specialization in nursing which came about in
the 1950's, it became necessar.y for publications devoted entirely to a
single speciality.

The result has been a mushrooming of journals of

administration, supervision, intensive care, and others.

On a lesser

scale are the newsletters and bulletins put out on a monthly or seasonal
basis by the growing nurse specialists' associations - Nurses Association
of the American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists (NAACOG),
Association of Operating Room Nurses (AORN), American Association of
Nephrology Nurses and Technicians (AANNT), and American Association of

,

,_

c
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Industrial Nurses (AAIN), and others.

On an even lesser scale, but

vitally important to the general volume of information, are the publi
cations of the health agencies and local chapters of the national organ
izations.
RESEARCH

All who are familiar with the growing volume of literature are
aware of the contribution made by nursing research to the body of know
ledge.

In keeping with the trends in research practice in other fields,

the research in nursing follows systematic studies in both empirical
theory and concrete testing.

The first is the natural result of nurses I

problems solving efforts to improve patient care, such as observing that
the very important vital sign of body temperature tends to fluctuate for
no apparent reason, and identifying this inconsistancy as a problem in
the diagnosis and prognosis of disease; the second would follow as a
controlled study to determine what variables other than pathological
conditions, could influence oral temperature in order to eliminate them
(Verhonick·and Werley:

1963).

Research in nursing is not entirely new either.

In 1862 Florence

Nightengale reported on her study of the conditions in maternity hospitals,
and from the evidence she obtained, recommended that lying-in wards should
be separate and apart from the general hospital, under proper organi
zation, and with midwives in attendance (Nutting:

1907b:239).

Over

fifty years ago, M. Adelaide Nutting said in an address to students at
the Vassar Training Camp (September 9, 1918), tlOne cannot hand the art
of nursing to anybody•••Behind that sure judgement lie long stretches of
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experience and careful study of persons and situations; of comparison of
methods and results •••Every branch of nursing stands in need of just
such serious and scientific study of the problems inherent in its part
icular sphere," (Nutting:

1926:357).

Insp1te of this historical sanction, and the fact that research is
an established department of nursing, there is no general agreement on
its appropriateness, either in nursingior as a function of nurses.
Lucille E. Notter (1963), editor of Nursing Research, states that, "the
major purpose of research in nursing is the improvement of nurSing prac
tice and ultimately the improvement of patient care, therefore, nursing
research is every nurse's business."

Lois E. Graham (1969) feels that

research is essential because nursing, along with the whole of society
today, is being constructed from scientific findings, "and if we cannot
understand this scientifi.c world and participate in its methods as pro
fessional persons, the present and the future will step over us all,"
A difference of thinking is found among some of the non-nurse
authorities.

In earlier years of nursing research, behavioral scientist,

Godfrey M. Hochbawn (1960) felt that research was an "inordinate" pre
occupation of nurses, and based his feelings upon a distinction between
the "state of mind" of the behavioral scientist and the nurse, which,
"although not irreconcilable, was a definite threat to the scientific
objectivity of research by riurses. 1t He stressed the need for special
preparation in research methodology by nurses, and directly attacked the
myth that "anyone can go into research on nursing. ft He concluded that a
nurse must either be provided with extensive training in research, or
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utilize the help of research experts in the physical and social

:sciences in order to be effective.

George P. Fulton (1961) also seemed

to feel that nurse researchers were ineffective until they had passed the
~ster's

degree level and had appropriate specialization through doctoral

work in one of the biological sciences, rather than further preparation
in nursing.

His whole philosophy on the subject is sunnned up in,

fl ••

0

nursing is a highly complex disipltne, if indeed it is a discipline at
all, and research in nursing is an ill-defined and almost unknown entity."
Non-nurses cannot be blamed for the entire note of discord regard
ing research in nursing.

The report of Verhonich and Werley's research

on oral temperatures in a VA hospital (1963) brought forth a flood of
letters to __ the editor.

A prime example is the one from Ruth A. Nunnery

(1936) who asked "if nursing is becoming a profession of status seekers,"
because of its interest in research.

"I think," Ms. Nunnery went on,

-it is time some of us re-examined the definition of nursing.

Nursing

is an art and a science; its aim is to attain or maintain maximum health,
and where a return to health is not possible, nursing care should relieve
pain and suffering. n
Major Verhonick responded that, " •••The fact that research is an
important dimension upon which a profession rests is well documented••• ,"
and refers to a statement by Robert K. Merton (Werley:
recognize that a profession

~s

196)), "We must

committed to the task of enlarging the

bod,. of knowledge that it applies to the problems and troubles with
Which it deals."
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EDUCATION
The emphasis on the need for special preparation for nurses in
research methodology and comprehension points up the big weakness in pre
paration of nurses in general.

I

I

It also puts added demands upon their

education system which has never reached the goal set out for it nearlY
a century ago.

Even an enlarging body of scientific knowledge, based in

a large part on research, cannot take the place of university-level edu
cational preparation.
Nursing leaders, both in education and nursing service, have recog
nized the need for college prepared nurses to meet the requirements of
the professional components of nursing practice.

In view of this, con

certed efforts have been put forth by nursing, and other interested dis
iplines, to survey the educational system with the intent of bringing it
closer to the required level.
Nursing Education in

~.

Josephine Goldmark's report, Nursing

~

United States, published in 1923 under the

auspices of the Committee for the Study of Nursing Education, made spe
cific recommendations for the reorientation of such education.

Three

years later the National Committee on the Grading of Nursing Schools
started its ten year study, which did result in the closing of weak schools, .
but did little to move nursing education into university settings (Brown:

1948). .
Concurrently, the national profeSSional associations, particularly
the NLNE and the NOPHN, were continuous ly making smaller specialized
studies, seeking to elevate the preparation of nurses.

Each study seemed

to indicate more and more that there was something drastically and

'"

..

8)
chronically wrong with the system of education which conld not meet the
demands either of qualitative or quantitative service.

Every study

achieved something of significance, but, mostly by indicating the direc
tion movement shonld be taking rather than initiating or accelerating
that movement.
The National Nursing Conncil commissioned another stuqy in the mid
1940's, supported by the Carnegie Corporation and the Russell Sage
Foundation, under the direction of Esther Lucile Brown.

The "Brown re

port" was published in 1948, and the potency of its recommendations for
professional education were augmented by the "Ginzberg report" (1948)
and the report of the Committee on Nursing of the AMA (Comm. on Nurs ••• :

1948).

The mid-centur,y brought increased

govern~ental

interest to the area

ot nursing education with a large section of the report of the President's
Commission on Higher Education being devoted to the proposals for the in
crease of community colleges and an expansion of their activities in
preparation of professional and semi-professional technicians (Roberts:

1951&1513) •
A .uch more comprehensive study was carried on by a group of ex
rtrt,a appointed in the spring of 1961 as the Consultant Group on Nursing
~ the Surgeon General of th~ Public Health Service.

Its purpose was to

a4Y1se on nursing needs and to identif,f the appropriate role of the fed
•...1 £O"ernment in assuring adequate nurSing service in this country.
H... report, "Toward Quality in Nursing:

Needs and Goals," the Consultant

:~up presented its nursing manpower goals for 1970 and recommendations
tor tederal aid to education (Action••• :

In

1963).
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The Consultant group estimated that for safe, therapuetically
effective 'and efficient nursing service, the nation would need 850,000
professional nurses, including 300,000 with academic degrees, by 1970.
However, realizing that such goals would be impossible to achieve within
a decade, it presented what it called a "feasible goal" of 680,00 pro
fessiona1 nurses in practice by 1970, with 120,000 having academic de
grees.

The report went on to state that if schools of nursing could

admit more than 6 percent of the high school graduates (at the time of
the report the percent admitted was 5.3), there would be some 53,000
nursing school graduates a year; the number needed to reach the 1970
goal (Action ••• :

19~3).

However, by 1970, the number of students gradu

ating from'-schools of nursing had reached only 43,639 (Ed. Prep •••• :

1970).

While the Consultants f, report pointed out the number of nurses
needed it did not place emphasis upon collegiate level preparation as a
requirement for the professional nurse - which many nurses had been
hoping itwou1d.
degree graduates.

They were also disappointed in the low estimate for
The figure of 120,000 represented only 18 percent, or

less than one graduate out of five having collegiate degrees. Encouraged
by the "Brown report," nursing educators had begun to look more to those
outside nursing for support of their efforts to establish educational'
preparation on a professional level.
them down.

The Consultants' report had let
'I

f

Whether stimulated by the Consultants' lack of emphasiS, or not,
nursing increased its thrust toward the four-year college degree prepara
tion.

The intensity of this thrust was revealed in the 1965 position

paper on education issued by the ANA - the pertinent point being 

I

~

I
i

"Minimum preparation for beginning professional nursing practice at the
present time should be baccalaureate degree education in nursing ••• ft
(ANA - Position Paper ••• :

1965).

Further desire for follow-up to the Surgeon General's Consultant
Group on Nursing led the ANA and NLN to establish an independent commis
s10n for a national survey of nursing.

Independent financial aid was

obtained and made possible the National Commission for the Study of

-

Nursing and Nursing Education and its ultimate report, An Abstract for

-

Action (1970).

Early in 1970, when the report was released, its major

recommendations were supported by endorsements of the ANA Board, the
NLN, the AMl Board of Trustee, and the AHA General Council (Christy, et
all

1971};
~i1e

some of its recommendations have long been desired by nursing

and deserve support, others are based on inadequate and improperly inter
preted data.

Perhaps most important, since it has recommendations on

nursing education, is a rather obvious underlying bias favoring the
hospital school setting rather than the college campus for nursing edu
cation.

Recognizing that a number of hospital schools posses

ft • • •

re_

quisites for accreditation as collegiate institutions ••• " the report re
commends that these seek " ••• regional accreditation and degree granting
power n (Nat'l. Comm•••• :

1970).

The commission, which

incidental~,

in-

eluded no one from the related behavioral sciences, further recommended
that educational programs should be conducted and planned by intradis
ciplinary teams; in other words, members of the health professions.

This

recommendation, and the one favoring hospitals' power to grant degrees,
are a direct defeat of the underlying

philosop~

of the ANA Position Paper
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which advocated the advantages of the wide, liberal education available
only in a college setting (Litwack:

1971).

Reviews and critiques of these latest efforts in behalf of nursing
education, would indicate that it does not have the leadership it once
19
had. Many of the observations show that nursing educators are inclined
to operate from a defensive position, and are suspicious of all external
influences on nursing education, regarding them as invasions into a pri
vate system; thus their reluctance to develop a working education partner
ship with professionals in the allied helping fields.

In his article,

Litwack (1971:,,) sums up the opinions expressed by many observers.
"There seems little question that nursing education is presently oper
ating from- a closed, parochial system. It
The ambiguity of the direction of nursing education in 1970, poses
a question of just what the aims of its leaders are now.

Professiona1

ization of nursing through the elevation of the preparation of nurses,
whereby they will have the knowledge-based-authority to make decisions
affecting the welfare of patients, or the authority to achieve a greater
measure of colleagueship with their medical "bosses" and other allied
professionals?
Aims, such as the latter, are not uncommon, and are recognized in
other diSCiplines.

"Thus, for instance,tr writes David Matza (1964),

" ••• social workers 'need' more education partiallY because they wish to
work on a co11egeal basis with psychiatrists...

The time spent in school

is thus only partially related-to concern for the interests of youth."
(Matza:

1964:197).
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RECRUITS AND LIFE IDRK

In 1958, the diploma schools of nursing graduated 85.5 percent of
the nursing students; in 1968, they were still responsible for 67.8
percent of the graduates.

The baccalaureate schools accounted for 13.0

percent of the 1958 graduates, yet only 20.8 percent from the 1970
classes (Ed. Prep •••• :

1970).

for the remaining graduates.

The associate degree programs accounted
Further more, the increase in the number

of graduates in the university programs has not been steady.

Statis

tics show that enrollment in nursing programs declined during the years
1862-1963 and 1966-1967 (ANA Facts ••• :

1969:84). Also, enrollees in

nursing programs constituted a very small number of college-eligible
girls.

The increase in nursing program enrollments had shown an up

swing of as much as 6 percent some years, but during the same periods
the number of girls entering non-nursing programs increased by 50 per
cent (Action••• :

1963).

Many studies have been conducted to determine the reason for this
uneven distribution of enrollees.

R.A.H. Robson (1967) pointed out in

his study that American girls entering nursing generally appear to have
homogeneous socio-economic, educational and self-image backgrounds which
placed them in the middle social class and, who in turn tend to enter
medium status occupations.

Length of training was also directionally
f
proportional to the class of girls who selected nursing. Middle class
girls entered nursing at the hospital training level; upper class girls
entered at the university level, or went into other university programs.

Robson's finding collaborate those of other researchers.

en

Friedson (1970a)
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states that the problem is not in recruiting girls for nursing, but
recruiting those who will stay in training and subsequently pursue a
lifetime career.

Independent studies carried on by Marlene Kramer (1969) and
Nola Pender (1971) found that over half of the nursing students did not
enter nursing with the intention of making it their lifework.
a job to fill in the time until marriage came along.

It was

This attitude is

inherent in women's occupations, and will not change in a social sys
tern like the United States until the organization of the occupation

I

changes to accommodate to the demands of marriage and family (Friedson:

1970a :55) .-'
Pender found that nursing students experience role conflict between
the desire to be academically and professionally successful and the de
sire to be socially acceptable as women.

If conflict does exist, the

student may be ambivalent about wholehearted participation in graduate
work and accepting an administrative or teaching position following
graduation (Pender:

1911). Nurses frequently carr" this attitude with

them throughout their working years.
Not only does nursing fail to attract the most professionally
eligible candidates, but it has very little control over the recruitment
of any of its practioners.

,Almost anyone desiring to do nursing can find

a program, and if graduated from it, can offer herself for hire under the
title of "nurse. n

fthat is more, nursing is now compounding its own prob

lem in this area.
For years it has been the practice of univerSity programs of nurs
ingto admit graduates of diploma schools for advanced work toward a
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baccalaureate degree.

The RNts were admitted to the upper level standing

and received a block of credits for the nursing subjects they had already
completed in the diploma school.

By "picking up" any missing lower level

academic subjects, they could receive a degree with little over half of
their credits earned in a professional program.

And, the block of credits

"giventt them was in their degree major - nursing! It is a practice which
the major professions would frown upon for their own practioners.
The introduction of the career ladder concept has been pointed out
as baving bene"ficialeducational features - providing its rungs were
based on collegiate level courses, from nurse aide through baccalaureate
degree (Bullough, Bonnie:· 1971a).

However, the most recent trend of

offering LPNts, medical corpsmen, or any other person with adequate know
ledge in the health fields, a block of lower level college credits on the
basis of "challenge exams" (UniverSity••• :

1971), is downgrading all

levels of nurse preparation (Bullough, Vern:

1971a) (Dustan:

1970).

PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

September 1971 marked the seventy-fifth anniversity of the American
Nurses I Association.

The American Journal

E!. Nursing included in its

September issue, a most praiseworthy supplement, "Illustrious Past,
Challenging Future," as a salute to its mother organization.

Nurses,

across the countr,y, could not help but feel a surge of pride in their
f

profession and in the organization which had been their official repre
sentative for three-quarters of a century.

Throughout those years, the

ANA had fought many hard battles to reach its objectives.

Many of them

were futile battles, some were only half won, in others the Association
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carried away the banner of victory.
Lack of standardization in nurse training as well as the need for
licensure laws were the first objectives of the ANA, and the progress it
aaade in securing these goals have been discussed previously, as well as

the adoption of a Code of Ethics for Professional Nurses (Chapter II,
page

SO).
The

Association's most important victories were made in the post

World War II period.

It had a major hand in launching the school

accreditation program; and initiated some of the important studies which
began the biggest moves toward preparation of nurses in collegiate inst
tutions.

The delegates of the 1946 convention offered the first plat

form with planks calling for bold economic measures for the betterment
of nurses - 40 hour week, minimum salaries, and the right of collective
bargaining.
Another of the

1946

planks called for the removal of restrictions

against Negro nurse membership, still in force in ID8llY' states.
it vas not until

1964

Although

that the last district capitulated to the request,

it had forced nursing to face the problems of integration years before

it became a dominant social movement, and made possible for nursing to
claim complete integration into the organization long before maDJ other
DatioD8.l groups (Illustrious ••• :

1971).

Banging over since 1939, was the determination to study the struc
ture and functioning of the several national nursing organizations to
find the most effective means by which to advance the profession.

A

proposal was presented at the 1946 convention; a choice between a single
organi~tion,

--

providing for lay membership, though not in controlling
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positions; and a two-organization structure, with one organization con
fined to registered nurses, the other with fully participating lay
members.

A study was began within the six organizations:

NLNE, the NOPHN, the ACSN, the AAIN, and the NACGN.
studT dominated the 1948 convention.

the ANA, the

The subject of the

The president of the NOPHN spoke

emphatically not for "lay membership" but for "consumer participation" 
a concept which twenty years later sounded like a remarkable B!!

in the health service field.

~

In 1951 the HACGN members voted that

organization out of existance and elected to become an indiscernible
part of the ANA.

The next year the same action was taken by the NINE,

NOPHN, and ACSN, and the National League for Nursing (NLN) was organized
in their p'!ace (Roberts:

1954:668).

The AAIR, which has a large .mem

bership of male nurses working in industrial nursing, is still act!ve
and meets annually at the American Industrial Health Conference (Kelly:
1968:280).

Today, two national organizations, with a coordinating council

between them, are still in effect:

the ANA for nurses, with membership

limited to RNa only, and the NLN for nurses, with members from every dis
cip11ne whose common interest is the advancement of nursing, expecially
in the area of education.

Emphasis upon research by the ANA began in the 1950's, and in 19.55
the American Nurses I Foundation for Research was set up.
a research and statistics

un~t

Within the ANA,

became engaged in fact-finding, and it

publishes annual editions of Facts About Nursing, overseeing the nurse
inventories which, by the end of the decade, included all registered
nurses.
In the historical essay of the supplement is the section entitled,

..

,.
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"The Confident 6O·s."

It could as well be called "The

~

60's."

During that decade, accent was placed upon nursing practice, and a
Congress

~

the Board's.

Practice was established in 1968, with status second only to
The afm, still unfulfilled by the end of the 1960's was

for a reorganization design which would be the Acadesr.

The practice

emphasis brought about more direct contact with medical groups, with both
national nursing organizations meeting with the AMA and the AHA in an
effort to bridge some of the gaps between them and arrive at some common

I

understandings.
In response to the social climate of the 1960's, and as a reflec
tion of the protest movements, nurses across the country began to

e~gage

~

in activities in protest against their own discriminations in the areas

of salary and other economic conditions.

I

By 1968, the ANA had adopted a

national salary goal of $7,500, with a $1,000 'differential to those with
baccalaureate degree.

Further more, the members recinded the no-strike

policy, which up to then, had been a firm tenent of the organization.
The scars of deteat were also visiable in the ANA.

Poor advice and

management of funds brought it into serious financial crises in 1970.
For a year, all programs had to be severely curtailed, and major cut-backs
made in the ANA staff.

The members met the situation stoically, and went

ahead with their expanding plans for the future, including moving the
National Headquarters to Kansas City, and voted a yearly dues increase

to $25.00 (dues had been $.75 a year in 1946). The members also displayed
a cOJrD1lendable ability to be humble in the face of need, as they directed
their president to appeal to nurses across the country for donations to
an emergency fund to offset the financial deficit.

Nurses, members and
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non-members, responded en masse.
Probably the greatest defeat ever suffered by the ANA is its in
ability to attract members.

Rather consistant1y over'the years, it could

otticially speak for only a third of the registered nurses in the country.

1s

or December

31, 1968, it had a membership of 203,909 out of over

680,000 nurses in practice. Of the 20),909 members, 1),.547 held associate
standing (not practicing, but paying dues) which leaves even less than a
third of the working nurses belong to their organization (ANA-Facts ••• :

1969).
This failure of the ANA to match the record of the AMA in precent
or membership, is divided among the nurses, the employing institutions
who do not make membership in the organization a prerequisite for employ
ment~

and the ANA.

<

Nurses,

genera1~,

do not see the need of, or feel

they can afford memberShipfO hospitals, especially, are reluctant to

place

a~

person.

obstacle in the way of their freedom to hire any qualified

Many nurses who !!:! members, do not recognize any tangible

advantages in belonging.

The ANA has not been able to provide its mem

bers with the usual "fringe benefits" of retirement pay, insurance, or
even income compensator,y to their service, as labor unions have done for
their members.

The comment of one nurse-acquaintance summed up the feel

ings of many others.
80

"Being a member of ANA won It make me a better nurse, ,

why join?"

PROFESSIONAL ATTITUDE ~ SANCTIONS

Gross (19,58) and Freidson (1970) would probably tend to say that the
quality of a nurse does not depend upon her membership in an organization,

b

or many other extrinsic factors.

A nurse, like any other aspirant,

becomes a professional because of her attitude.

As shown previously,

(Chapter I, pages 10 and 11) these two authors agree that a professional
consistently acts in the best interests of the client (patient) and

emphasizes public service rather than private profit. There is no deDJ
ing that a high degree of this attitude is found among those engaged in
nursing.

Generally, it would be hard to find cause to accuse a nurse of

being in the work because of ulterior motives.
Even today, the nurse regards patient care as her sacred trust, and
in respect to the patient, her position is thoroughly professional.

She

uses her specialized knowledge of nurslngto determine what is best for
him in the way of remedial, rehabilitative, and preventive care; she

applies her knowledge in whatever practical services she judges to be
necessary to provide

tha~

care.

While the nurse can be suspected of

having some unprofessional "interest in sordid money," she is also reDOVDed for her selflessness and dedication - at least, more so than
.oat other service-oriented workers.
Society has recognized these attributes of the nurse, and for this
reason - and because the services she performs are vital to the welfare
ot its members - has granted her the powers and privileges of a profes
sioDal, including the right of confidentiality.
regarded on a par with the doctor.

In this, the nurse is

Many times a nurse will be in pos

se88ion of more subjective information, obtained voluntarily from the
patient, than the doctor will have.
While society grants nursing certain sanctions, it also employs
pretty rigid controls over some aspects of it.

A prime example is shown
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in the efforts of the New York State Nurse Association to get enactment
on a revision of the Nurse Practice Act by' the state legislature.

In

June 1969, the NYSNA Board of Directors offered the proposed revision
which was designed to ensure "recognition of nursing as an independent,
primary and distinct health discipline. tt

The revision would change the

definition of the practice of nursing to ttdiagnosing and treating human
responses to actual or potential health problems through such services
as case-finding, health teaching, health counseling, and provision of
care supportive to or restorative of life and well-being"

(NYSt~ ••• :

1971). The proposal was supported by thousands of nurses who personally
went to the state capital at Albany to demonstrate - to meet their legis
lators face-to-face, and ask for their support of the bill which would
grant a small measure of professional autonomy to nurses (Nurses March ••• :

1971). The legislators responded favorably, and the proposal passed both
houses.
•• 1

All that was needed was the governor's signature (Independence •

1971). On July 6, Governor Rockerfeller vetoed the bill.

In his

veto message he acknowledged that the present definition of nursing is
-both outmoded and unnecessarily restrictive," but added that any new
definition must "maintain a responsible distinction between the profes
sions of medicine and nursing, commensurate with the respective training
and experiences of both professions."

He further admitted that the state

medical society had voiced disapproval of the legislation because it
"•••would seriously endanger the quality of bealth care made available
to the people••• "

Headlines announcing the veto read, "Governor follows

doctor's orders - executes 'noble nursing profession,'" (Govln••• :
Verily, society giveth, and society taketh away_

1971).

.y-.jrse;;. f.' Nt
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AlTTONOMY

Freidson (1970a) states that, "just as autonomy is the test of
professional status, so is self-regulation the test of professional
autonomy." Other authorities agree that autonomy is the crux of pro!es
sional status, and i f so, the incident related above is, in itself, ex
ample enough to prove that nursing does not posses the criteria of auto
noroy

necess~

for that status.

well before the New York affair however, the autonomous position
of nursing had been established by its historical, structural, and func
tional perspectives.
tion of

women~

It has, from the age of antiquity, been an occupa

and the subordinate role of women is a well established

fact which needs no further documentation here.
The majority of nursing services are carried on in hospital or
institutional settings.

In hospitals, especially, nursing has been

trapped by an industrial pattern which served
is ill suited to delivery of patient care.
to the hierarchial chain

2f

assemb~

lines well, but

There, the nurse is subject

command, division

2f

labor,

~

of control,

and authority of administration, medicine, and nursing departments
(Graves:

1971).

In the other settings in which the nurse works, health

agencies and educational institutions, she is confronted with the same
bureaucratic structure, supported by the same pillars of management, with
only variations in their composition or titles.
The "departments of nurSing service" in these settings, frequently

give the outward appearance of possessing a good deal of autonomy.

A

really dynamic, authority-wielding Supervisor of Nurses, Director of
Nursing Service, or what ever her title, can be a power not to be taken
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lightly, as many administrators, doctors, and board members will readily
admit.

The fact still remains, however, as long as nurses and others in

paramedical occupations remain ranged.round the

~octor,

they cannot fail

to be subordinate in authority and responsibility, and cannot gain occu

pational

autono~

ship (Freidson:

no matter how intelligent and aggressive their leader

1970a:69).

Legally and otherwise, the doctor's right to

diagnose, and prescribe gives him. primacy in the medical division of
labor.

No matter how well nursing supervises its own education, regu

lates its own licensing, controls its own members, or applies its own
boQy of knowledge in providing service, it cannot function in a truly
autonomous manner.

ALTERNATIVES TO PROFESSIONALISM
------ ------The literature illustrates the push toward professionalization which
has developed into a near obsession in society.

The implication appears

to be, that lack of professionalism or inability to attain professional
status, is somehow related to failure and defeat.

A hint of warning from

Carr-Saunder and Wilson (1864:494) states that the trend to
sionalism could result in segmentar,r social organization.

~-profes-

Professionalism

requires specialized training, which in turn requires selection for train
"

ing of those with suitable gifts.

A cast system could evolve wherein an

individual is born into a vocation, not because of inheritance, but because
it has been selected for him. according to his supposed inborn gifts.

But,

little, if anything, is said about any positive value of the non-profes
8ional position.

If, for instance, nursing never does become a profession,

in the accepted sense of the word, what position will it have?

'5
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It is certain that many, including some nurses, feel that it will
not be affected one way or another.

Nursing has progressed a ver.y long

way, but not intentially to become a profession.

The very fact that so

maD1' women were willing to go into nursili.g, at a time when its demands
were great but its rewards were small, would indicate that nurses are
not status seekers as a group.

If there was no such thing as profession

al status, nurses would still continue to do the best possible job they
could to provide health services.
There are others, also including some nurses, who do not share such
opinions.

Rather than nursing being more professional because of the

inherent attitudes of its practioners, they assert that it maintains its
high quality
ition.

on~

through constant striving toward a professional pos

By- not striving, nurses become de-professional rather than just

non-professional.

If nursing became de-professionalized to any degree,

nurses would derive a ver" different reward from their occupation, and
society would witness a

mar~ed

transfiguration in them.

A de-profes

sionalized nurse would be s'elf-interested instead of service-interested.
She would be able to free-lance and advertise her services to the high
est bidder; she could use her knowledge as authority to endorse commer
cial products.

She would be free to use her position as identification

in non-nursing organizations, social movements, and political activities.
And, she could even strike.
It must be explained, that the recent change in the ANA's no-strike
policy is not to be taken as literally as it ,sounds - inspite of the fact
that nurses' strikes have occurred.

The possibility of any strike poses

a threat, therefore, nursing's admission that it now feels free to use
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such a maneuver if necessar.y, gives nurses more weight at the economic
bargaining tables.

But the need would have to be great before a strike

would actually be put into effect at this time (Lewis:

1968:473).

Nevertheless, that action by the ANA is probably a more realistic
indication of what non-professionalism would do to nursing's position in
society than either of the other two.

The opponents of the no-strike

amendment raised the old spectre of "unionization" in their arguments
against it.

There were maqy others who felt that nursing is headed

toward unionization, and that such a movement is inevitable and perhaps
even desirable.
The organization of local and national unions for nurses has been
a topic of much debate among them for years.

Invitation to affiliate

with the powerful national labor and industrial unions has also been
throughly discussed, but when the debates and discussions were over,
nursing always ended up rejecting the possibility.
professional" (Seidman:

196.5).

lilt wouldn't be

Those, who are more far-sighted and

pragmatic in their thinking, are advocating that nursing make definite
plans for maintaining its identity in the event that it elects to follow
the union route.

Some are bold enough to say that without sufficient

strength, which the ANA is not able to muster but which a union could,
nursing will never be able to provide public service at the peak of its
potential to do so

(Kel~:

~96.5).

Unionization is probably a most log

ical alternative to professionalism unless nursing does some drastic
changing ver.y soon.
It is an accepted fact that nursing will not, and cannot remain at
its status quo - and remain.

The fragmentation of the role of the' nurse
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by auxillary health workers, automation, and cybernation leaves less than

a skeleton of the original role.

vath the possibility of automation

moving health care into the realm of science-fiction in the future, the
chance of the role of a nurse remaining at all is remote.

NurSing cou.ld

be headed for oblivion.
This alternative is prophecied repeatedly in the literature.

" ••• if

we cannot participate •••as professional persons, the present and the
future will step over us all" (Graham:

1969).

"Despite all our profes

sionalmobility and visibility, I am not sure nursing is not already
moribund.

I do not believe that science will save us, but I do believe

that the saving of nursing, if it is not too late already, will come in
the radical improvement of nursing practice" (Diers:

1970).

"The Reg

istered nurse, as a nursing practloner, is fast becoming extinct.

With

in the next ten years,a registered professional nurse may well become

an economic luxury which society may decide it is unwilling to support"
(Altano:

1970:2116). And, in the concept of basic evolution, " ••• a

species (nurses) will survive, or die out, according to its ability to
adjust to the environment.

Therefore, the environment sets the limits on

the number and types of organisms it will support" (Friedson:

1970b:62).

EXTENDED ROLE NURSE

The third alternative, is for nursing to settle down to the serious

business of concertedly making itself into a profession; to create a role
for itself which would be indisputably unique and professional by its own
merits.

Efforts have been made in this direction, but without much
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c~ncensus

of objectives or directions.

Some feel that assuming the role of a doctorette, junior-doctor,
or physician surrogate would be the answer.

Among them are those who

are advocating the ttmoving up" of nurses to the position of the PA's"
(Hershey:

1971).

Others argue that the position of a PA is not in the

line of upward mobility for the nurse and cannot be thought of in terms
• of professiona1ization.

This is not to say that the nurse has no right

to "move into" the PA position if she so desires.

It means that by doing,

she moves away from nursing goals into an area which has no need for her
expertise -as a nurse.
In tbeir article, liThe Doctor's Assistant'," Robert Coye and Marc
Hansen (1969) say, "Nurses can certainly be trained to accept the duties
implied in this

stu~ ••• An

Argument can be made, however, that a nurse



should never be the doctor's !Ohysician's7 assistant but should be his
......
professional associate, bringing her own unique skill (nursing ••• ) to
the patient.

Doctors are not educated in nursing."

Hildegard Peplau, president of the ANA, reiterated this opinion in
her address at the Oregon Nurses' Association Convention, Portland, Oregon,
March

4,

1971.

ttNurses have always assisted doctors, by their own Wlique

science of nursing.

\men they take o·ver any of · the doctor's functions in

conjunction with that scien?e, they become associates of the doctors in
their own right."
Therefore, this type of extended role nurse is not creating a new
role or profession, just an expansion of her present one.

An expansion

not· unlike that experienced by nursing as it gradually took over the use
of the thermometer, the pressure cuff, and the catheter.
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The extension of the nursing role, now being advocated in many
areas of nursing, differs from delegation of just procedures to actual
delegation of the power to make decisions.

This means that nurses must

develop diagnostic and treatment skills as well as the nursing arts they
now possess (Bu11ough and Bu11ough:

1911 :3), if nursing functions are

to meet the needs society is expecting.

Contrary to the fear of doctors,

and many nurses, nursing diagnosiS and treatment would not infringe upon
medical diagnosis and prescription, but would cover that area of patient
care which doctors are not qualified by either education or temperament
to provide.
Dier (1970) states that " •••the saving of nursing •••will come in

,

j

the radical_improvement of nursing practice." (Italics added)

By this,

she means that nursing practice is to be limited to nursing functions
as opposed to the many non-nursing functions now performed by nurses.
The dictionar.y defines practice as with "the doing of something" or
"the exercise of a profession or occupation."

For too often and too

long, nursing has seen it in the former rather than the latter light
(Lewis:

1968:466). It is time to critically examine nursing function

in terms of role definition and role relationship; the role of the nurse

on the health team, the role of the nurse vis-a-vis the doctor, and the
role of the clinical nursing specialist (Levine:
be found the profession of

n~sing

of a nursing profession (Brown:

1969). Therein is to

- the raison d 1 etre for the existence

1970:35).

Essential to implementing the emphasis on the profeSSional practice
of nursing are expert nurse practitioners - those nurses who are broadly
educated and experienced in meeting the total needs of patients throughout
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their illness and into health.

Through these expert nurses - some call

them clinical specialists; others prefer the term

~-clinician5



nursing brings its total body of knowledge and skill to bear where it is
most needed - health care of the patients.
This brings out the question, usually phrased, "What precisely can
the nurse-clinician do for patients that differs from what the nursegeneralist can do?"

The practice of the nurse-clinician is distinguished

first by the knowledge and cognitive ability she brings to bear on each
situation falling within her particular area, whereas the nurse-generalist
tends to know a little about a lot of things, and is therefore limited in
the number and variety of conceptual explanations or interventive measures
she can consider.
Johnson, Wilcox, and Moide1 (1967) described the nurse-clinician
and her functions as follows:
The clinical specialist in nursing has more knowledge
than the nurse-generalist about particular types of problems
experienced by patients. This knowledge, acquired through
advanced study and training, leads her to consider various
alternatives in explaining a given patient situation, in pre
dicting the future course of events, and in prescribing nurs
ing actions. She thus, can be more discriminating and more
definitive in identifying the nature of the patient's problems
and in selecting appropriate intervention.
The information she collects about the patient suggests
even more possibilities to her and calls her attention to in
terrelationships between the bits and pieces of evidence and
between the evidence and her knowledge of similar situations.
In turn, her knowledge of other such situations leads her to
seek even more evidence, evidence which often may be covert
. and frequently difficult to obtain. Thus, her accumulated
knowledge allows her to penetrate to the meaning of a diffuse,
undifferentiated pattern of signs. and symptoms (Johnson, et al:

1967:2298).

Obviously, the nurse clinician's competencies cannot be devoted to
a single patient or the concept o! the- nurse-clinician wouldde!eat its

-.

",..
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own end -

~

of making professional nursing

~

available

tients, despite the proliferation of auxillary personnel.
usually functions in several different capacities:

~

all E!

Therefore, she

she gives nursing

care herself; she assists and guides others in giving it; and, in con
junction with her colleagues in other disciplines - the doctorJ physical
therapist, dietitian, social worker, and others - helps to determine and \
implement the maximum health goals the patient can be expected to achieve.
She functions in what ever part of the health care environment the patient

may be, from the intensive care unit to his own home.

She is charged with

the maintenance and improvements of standards of nursing practice, just
as the chief of the orthopedic service is responsible for the standards
of medical practice within that area (Lewis:

1968;466).

She is what

might be called "counsulting practitioner," or more creative1y- nurse
ologist.
It has long been recognized that patient care did not end when the
patient was discharged from the hospital.

For almost a centur,y, public

health nurses have picked up the care of the patient upon his arrival

I
I

home, but sadly enough, real continuity of care was frequently lost in
transit.

The breech between hospital nursing and public health nursing

is as notorious as the breech between nursing service and nursing educ
ation - with the patient lost in the chiasm.

to close the gap with such

v~iations

Now, efforts are being made

in the role of the nurse-clinician

r

as that o'f liasion nurse, as developed at Rancho Los Amigos Hospital

-~alifornia7
-

Each liasion nurse - there is one for each clinical service

develops her own way of functioning, but each is the bridge between the
hospital and families and community nursing agencies to achieve continuity

~

t

I
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of care (Brown:

1970:72). This nurse works with public health nurses

and visitIng nurses, or makes home visits herself with comprehensive,
integrated, and uninterrupted care of the patient her primar.r goal
(David:

1969). In other hospitals, public health nurses have been

introduced as co-ordinators and playa similar role (Brown:

1970:72).

Another title for the nurse in a double role is that of family health

1969).

practitioner (Calif. Course ••• :

There are several major factors emerging now which exert great
influence upon nursing practice.

The SWing of focus from the hospital

and agency-centered type of care to the health supervision of the com
munity is causing

maqy

changes in the nurse's role.

Over the centur.r,

nursing has evolved from care of the sick person in the hospital, to
concern for his restoration, to maintenance of. good health; expanded to
include the patient's family, then his conununity, now his country.

While

medicine and nursing have long been concerned with the whole man in his
total environment, they were largely unsuccessful in translating this
holistic concept into practice or in exciting the public about it.

Now

the consumers of health services have created the excitement by demanding
such care (Robischon:

1971). Some consumers are also demanding a part

in the planning of that care.

This is placing a great responsibility

upon nursing, and especially public health nursing - the traditional
;

guardian of community health.

This is bringing about a change in nomen

clature; public health nursing to community health nursing.
Community health nursing is not limited to care of persons outside
the hospital.

According to Freeman (1970:111), "Community health nursing

1s seen as a population-based obligation, realized through mult1d1siplinar,y,
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ecologically oriented effort and utilizing concepts and skills that de
rive both from generic nursing and from public health practices.

It

focuses on nursing the community in contradistinction to nursing in the
community."
Community health nurses need a good general education, and that
many of them have achieved this is shown by the number of generalists in

the community health agencies who have graduated from baccalaureate pro
This as opposed to the hospital nurse-generalists who

grams.

come from diploma programs.

general~

The community health nurse of today has the

educational background needed for observing certain behaviors and variables
in the patient and in his environment••• in addition to recognizing all
other community health nursing problems.

Thus, she has the same roles

that the general medical practitioner has aoquired through his basic ed
ucation and,internship.

The capability of making broad differential

diagnosis, but not the definitive diagnosis (Meleis:

1971). Here the

role of the community health nurse-clinician would come in; the consulting
practitioner'who would advise in the planning of the specialized care re
quired.
While public health nursing has long been considered one of the
most progressive of the nursing specialties, community health nursing is
still too new to be able to boast a wide variety of specialization, and
more research is necessar,y to identif.y the possible areas of further
specialization.
UNDEVELOPED POTENTIAL

The practice of nursing is traditionally thought of in terms of the

..~
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intimate physical contacts of bathing, feeding, and comforting the
Jevered brow, along with many technical skills.

There is yet another

skill which is so inherently basic of nursing that it is mostly over
looked as being anything needing further consideration. Yet this skill

j

18 probably the nurse's paramount attribute, and the singular one upon

I
II

which nursing could build a good case for professionalism.

So basic

that it has never been given a distinctive title, this attribute is
called empathy, sympathy, understanding, love of humanity, and more, and

,1

lathebackbone of the nurse's supportive role. With the present trend

I

in society toward person-service this role is becoming increasinglY

1
i

t

needed.
Long before the medical profession began to think in terms of
-total patient care," and sociologists began associating the physical
allments of man with his environment and socioeconomic circumstances,
nurses were responding with overall support of those
~uch

~

their charge.

of Florence Nightengale's philosophy of nursing was tied to this

function.

It was, the nurse's ability to "support" the patient during his

long and tedious therapy that proved such great value in psychiatric
aedlcine (Sleeper:

19$2). This is one factor responsible for the estab

lishment ot psychiatric nurse-therapists as one of the first clinical
a;.cialties for nurses (Jamieson and Sewall:

1937).

Although medicine and nursing share common goals of preserving and

r.,tor1ng health, doctors, more than nurses, usually are more comfort
'~1. -eeting the patient's needs for medication and medical attention

·~.en the7 are ~n developing trusting relationships.

Nurses are more

tr.:l1ned to cultivate good interpersonal relationsnips with patients

a; •.,

,

16
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(Bates:

1970).

~

her unique position in relation to a patient, regard

less of the health service setting, the nurse can provide this important
facet of care as no other discipline is prepared to do.

Although the

patient is now surrounded by a whole. contingent of health workers, many
of them women, none, including the woman physician, seem to possess the
same moral, maternal touch of nurses.

The observations of one lay author

ity on nursing practice, Nathan Hershey, Legal advisor to the ANA, given
from his vantage point after an experience as a patient, expresses this

Mr. Hershey saysl

well.

I gather that the supportive role of the nurse and
personal interaction with the patient on something other
than strictl,y technical or mechanical basis, is of great
importance to a patient's well-being. I believe that the
nurse who can bring this leavening into the relationship
between the ~atient and the physician by serving as his
LPnysician'!1 associate, and while doing so engaged in
selected medical tasks and functions, can be a most
important kind of health worker (Hershey: 1971:1411).
The medical profession should be the first to acknowledge the impor
tance ot the support-role in nursing.
years.

Doctors have benefited from it for

Right or wrong as he may be, a doctor can universally count on a

nurse backing him up - or covering for him.

If the facts were analysized,

the nurse's support,of the doctor is proof of her value in this area.
The doctor's role as a healer requires great self-confidence, and trust
by the patient.

Both must be continuously re-enforced.

The doctors

depend heavily upon nurses for this re-enforcement.
MEDICINE-NURSE COLLEAGUESHIP - PROFESSIONAL EQUALITY
In the past, one of the primary goals in nursing. has been the con

trol ot nursing practice by nurse practitioners.

But, in spite of the
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efforts, the character of nursing practice is still molded largely by
the demands of the employers, and the rigidity' of the medical division
of labor.

The trends to change this structure are well established and

moving, but at the present, the combined efforts of all the trends are
making only small alterations.

One of the more hopeful appearing trends

of change is in the most hide-bound tradition in ,the medical division of
labor - the association of doctor and nurse.
affect the entire paramedical force.

Ultimate~

this will also

The current literature abounds in

examples of this trend toward the development of partnership group prac
tice between doctor

~

nurse.

Not as doctor and "handmaid," but as

colleagues.
Emory University In Atlantic has appointed James A. AU'ord as

assistant dean of

~

medical and nursing schools.

Ada Fort, nursing

dean said, "We consider this a giant step in moving foreward••• " (One
!ss't Dean••• :

1910).

"The oldest and most effective health team is

composed of the physiCian and the nurse.

Together they can accomplish

what neither can effectively do alone" (Wilbur: 1969:23).

I'Medical ed

ncators indicate that the practice of medicine is rapidly becoming a
team activit;y in which the doctor may be, at best, first among equalsII
(Mussallem:

1969 :515).

"The most, encouraging trend today is the attempt

b;y increasing numbers of phy'sicians and nurses to define practice in

terms of knowledge, judgment,

~d

,

skills •••because comprehensive personal

health serVice require a coordinated health team" (Lambertsen:

1969).

"The pyramid view of patient care disciplines ~Doctor" at the ape!! is
7ie1ding to the 'pie' concept.

Colleagueship is evolving; the expertise

ot each health professional, from his 'wedge of the pie,' shared and
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interrelated all together, comprise the 'patient care' or 'health main
tenance services' society needs and demands" (Peplau:

1970).

"Nurses'

caste-like separation from doctors must give way to the colleagueship
that now prevails among the various medical specialties.

It may be

asked whether the nurse's assistance of the doctor (e.g. in the operat
ing room) does not inevitably make her into a
rather than his colleague" (Katz:

p~sician's

assistant

1969). Peplau (1971) predicts that

the nurse will retain more and more of her own professional identifi
cation in this alliance, even to collecting her own fees for services,
much as doctors in consultation or collaborative surgery do now.
Numerous accounts, Which are appearing with increasing frequency,
tell of
~

the~impact

upon patient care that nursing is having,

proper authoritz.

~

given

The fear that autonomy in the hands of nurses

• •••would seriously endanger the quality of health care •••Lfo!! the
people," is the fear of narrow-visioned individuals, who are at best,
uninformed.
Nurses and doctors have always been somewhat suspicious of each
other, and since the emergence of modern nursing, the relationship be
tween the two groups has had many of the characteristics of a stormy
marriage.

Yet there is an unlimited amount of mutual respect and inter

dependency, one for the other.
diagnosis and prescribe

Nurses need doctors to provide medical

med~cation

and treatment; doctors - orten grudg

ingly - depend upon nurses to provide the care of the patient which is
beyond the medical scope of knowledge; to fill in the gaps which medical
knowledge alone cannot cover.

",

Even the doctor's difficulty in accepting

•
"{

.
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suggestions from nurses is a defence against his own anxieties about
making mistakes (Bates:

1970). And, mistakes are an occupational

hazard of doctors; despite their best efforts some of their patients die.
Resistance to transfer of authority. and acceptance of the' value of the

nurse's role in the delivery of hea.lth care viII deerease as the functions
tor that care become more comprehensive (Levy 1966).

Following this

trend of doctor-nurse colleagueship, the time will come when doctors can
say as honestly as does Abraham Heller, Director of the Community Health
Center of Denver General, "God forbid the doctor should try to completely
influence what happens to the patient.

He has the nurse to deal with,

and she has her own ideas of what should be done for the patients"

(Ledney:1971).

I

CHAPTER IV
SUWlARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Nursing rose from the hearth of primitive manls first home, carried
in the capable hands of the women of his family.

As it was passed on

from mother to daughter, it evolved into an art which became a traditional
part o,f homemaking; yet a skill apart, reserved for the helpless members
of the

fami~.

Nursing remained within the home long after other arts

and crafts moved into community settings and become organized occupations.
In fact, nursing did not take on the aspects of an occupation until after

the beginning of the Christian era.

Under the influence of the church,

during the first fifteen centuries of Christianity, nursing became estab
lished as the first vocation for women and an honored occupation for both
men and women.
During the holocaust of the Reformation, nursing was purged of its
position in society, ,and its functions were remolded to emerge as distain
luI tasks, to be performed almost exclusively by women of ill repute for
meager reward.

The three hundred years following the Reformation were

marked as the Dark Period of Nursing.

In only a few nursing institutions

did the original spark of altruistic dedication and concern for humanity
still smolder.

In the mid-1800's, that spark was fanned into a flame

which glowed brightly in the Nightengale Lamp that guided nursing out of
the darkness, and became the symbol of the professional nurse of today.
The terms profession and professional came into common usage in
. their application to nurSing as early as the 1800's.
used them frequently in her writings (Nightengale:

Florence Nightengale

18,9).

In 1882, the

CentU£l MagaZine featured an article about the expansion of nursing,
entitled, "A New Profession for Women" (Strauss:

1966).

The tems
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continued to be applied well into the twentieth centur,y, without much
challenge. However, when the analytical explorations of sociologists
began to draw society's attention upon the true meaning of the terms,
nursing was brought sharply into focus.

The ensuing debates about its

professional status were carried on between nursing and the other mem
bers of society, and among nurses themselves - with complete lack ot
consensus in all sectors.
Partially because of social pressure toward professional status"
but mainly to improve the functions of nursing care, nursing leaders
have made heroic efforts to move nursing from a non-professional occu
pation to a profession.

Whether the distance to go was so far, or the

obstacles to" overcome were so great, is not completely determined, but

,
f
t
t

I

plainly" the progress has been very slow along the continuum.
DIAGNOSIS, PROGNOS IS,

!!E. !!!

Bursing in America haS probably made more pronounced progress
between non-profession and profession than elsewhere in the world.

During

the past fifty years, and particularily the last twenty-five, nursing
practice has changed dramatically.

The role of the nurse, as handmaid ot

the doctor and ministering angel of mercy, has given

way

as auxillary

personnel and automation have replaced her at the bedside, and electronics
and cybernation have infringed upon her area of critical judgement and
nursing diagnosis. On the other hand, the nurse is assuming more roles"
in administration, coordinating, and "doctoring. It

Most of these new

functions she carries on in the traditional settings, and much ot the
time without recognition of them by SOCiety.

Therefore, her image has
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not kept pace with her role.

Nor is she granted authority to perform

these functions to the fullest of her potential to do so.

She is still

controlled by the power structure of the medical division of labor, and
the sanctions of society.

The role

c~anges

of the nurse has not appreci

abl)" altered the structural features of nursing.

,

As late as 1966, Anselm

Strauss offered a resume of these features, which is still basicall.7
appropriate:
Nursirigis one of the greatest women's occupations of the
nation. It is predominently a salaried occupation. It
has a relative\y open recruitment.
Nurses have a great potential for geographical mobility.
A nurse can migrate from one state to another and easily
find employment••••
The majority of nurses still ~ predominently at three
locales: hospitals, public health agencies, and educa
tional institutions. Free-lance nursing, including
private duty nursing, is at a minimum.
The work of nurses is rigidly spelled out.

They teach,
they administer, they counsel, they research, and tradi
tionallY, they do bedside nursini which is thought gen
eral~ to be nursing's main rationale for existancel

.

Nurses tend to look upward ~ physicians for orders, and
downard to assistants for response to their own orders.
Said another way, the occupation of nursing is scarce~
autonomous, but is embedded wi thin ! hierarchy .2! auth
ority.
:i!Cialization within nursing tends ~ !2 tollow ~
~rarchial line§ .Q! hospi ta~ ~ agencies, and .!h!
clinical Specializations of medicine itself. Too, the
current strain between "education" and "nursing serVice,"
based on increased career specialization is notable.
There is a curious melanee of educational institutions
nursing degrees. Th~s hOst of educational progress
seems to represent both the occupation's attempt to get
·professionalft legimation through higher education, and
a genuine desire to improve the services which the occu
pation offers to its clients (All italics added),
(Strauss: 1966:60).

~
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Among the most concerted efforts of nursing to reach professionalism
were attempts to pattern itself after the major profession of medicine by
following the criteria of that profession.

Some of that criteria it has

met most satisfactorily.
A possession of a body of knowledge - abstract and concrete - is
undeniable.

A trip among the shelves in the nursing section of a profes

siona1 librar.y is but one testimonial to this fact.

,

While nursing

may

t

not be able to

i

science, as medicine can, it can be proud of the scope, depth, and time

t

1~

claim to any ancient tomes devoted to its art and

liness of its literature.
The research efforts which went into the building of that body ot
knowledge - whether ftinordinate" or not - deserves recognition.

There is

no deqying the impact those studies have had, not only in the area ot
,

j

i

improved bedside care of the patient, but in the understanding of general
and specific entities of medical and nursing functions, and lately in the
correlation between the patient, the sciences, and the dynamics of society.
And, most of what is found in that body of knowledge is not to be found
in the literature of any other discipline; it is uniquely nursing.

J

Another claim of nursing to professionalism, which it has certainly
earned, is attitude.
both glamerously and

The attributes of the nurse, eulogized by society,
revere~t~,

are not mere figments of imagination of

the mind; the regard of the nurse is well deserved.

Concrete proof ot

this 1s evidenced in the faith and trust which society has placed in the
nurse, including the privilege of confidentiality.

Even the control that

society exercises upon the nurse's practice is an indication of the

I

recognition or her existing and potential power to affect the welfare ot
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society.

The nurse·s "concern for her patient and his welfare" is very

real, and not to be taken lightly.

As Krause (1971:26) says, uProfes

sions 3 by their central skills, were tar!? potentially in a position to
exploit people, and could do them

ha~

if strongly organized.

It is rather ironical that the criteria of professionalism, which
nursing fails to meet to the degree of other professions, are the ones
which stand out most evidently in the evaluation of professionalism, but
are the least important to those

r~ceiving

the services of nursing.

Society does not judge a nurse by her educational background, her roem
bership in her professional

~ssociation,

she wields in the background.

or how much autonomous authority

To society - and

especial~

to the pa

tient - a nUrse is a nurse, is a nursel
The educational preparation of the nurse was one of the first areas

I
j

in Which the struggle toward professionalism took place.

It was the con

tention of the earliest nursing educators, from Adalaid Nutting on, that
the professional nurse should be educated within a university.
a setting, but an actual university.

Not just

In 1970, the nursing leaders were

still advocating the need for colleageate level educational background
for nurses 1 In almost a century of progress, still only a fifth of the
nurses have such preparation. Also, the preparation of nurses, lor years'
confined to just two institutions, is now spread from university and
.

l

hospital school over associate degree, career ladder, lile-experience.
and challenge-exam programs.

This proliferation of programs will produce

more nurses, but it will tend to cut down the ratio of those who have
what may be considered professional educational preparation.
The control of recruitment of nurse candidates cannot begin to compare

¢
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with that exercised by the medical profession on its applicants.

The

aspiring medical student can consider acceptance to a medical school in
itself a major achievement.

A·would-be nurse needs only look for a

program which fits her preference and circumstances.

She can enroll as

a nurse-aide trainee, and only her lack of ability or motivation can
prevent her from rising to a baccaulaurate, or above, degree. Nursing
has little choice but accept her as a bona fide member once she has
qualified for her RN.
Nursing has even less control over career longivity of its members.
Like other professionals, nurses seld6m change disciplines, but most do
not remain active in nursing as their life work. At best, in the past,

I

nursing took second place after homemaking.

t

teristic more than a criteria, failure to meet it puts just one more

i;

Although this is a charac

barrier between nursing and other occupations which are accepted as pro
fessions.
Next to education professional association membership is the
greatest failure of nursing achievement.

The official organizations,

which represent nurses and nursing interests, are good - but, apparently
not good enough.

The ANA speaks for only a third of the nurses; the NIB

has a membership of only 21,000, nine out of teJ?of whom are registered
nurs~(ANA-Facts ••• :

are noted.

1969). Two reasons for the organizations' failure

One is tied to the career pattern of nurses which includes a

divided interest between home and job, and the availability of work with
a constant unmet demand for nurses.

Unlike anion members, nurses do not

need a membership in an interest group_

The other reason reflects

nursing's structural pattern, composed primarily of women engaged in a
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gentle skill, who are slow to revolt against male authority or display
inhumanitarian behavior, even for their own benefit.

So far, nurses

have answered Krause's (1971:31) question, "'Will upward social mobility,
minuscule but real, be always preferred by most to the riskier but poten
tially more rewarding advance of a whole group?" in the affinnative.
Autono~,

the final criteria of professionalism which nursing fails

to meet, has been rather thoroughly explored in the previous chapters.

The reasons for the failure stand out clearly.

The role of women in most

cultures has traditionally been subordinate to men; the founder of modern
nursing positioned nurSing under medical direction.

As long as doctors.

have the right to diagnose and prescribe, they will remain in a position

ot authority

~n

the health field; as long as nurses are ranged round

doctors they cannot function autonomously. And, society is not willing
to accept nurses as equals of doctors because the public is lacking in
the professional knowledge of just what the role and functions of the
nurse are. Her image is still stereotyped ina pite of the fact that her
actual role has changed.
The .changes in nursing have come about as a result of the shifts
in the occupational structure of society from agricultural to industrial

dOmination, then to one of automation and service-human resources con
trol.

These shifts have brought about a growing demand for highly

trained, specialized occupations with advancing technology and a complex
ity ot legal, social, educational, medical, and scientific developments.
The growth ot service-based occupations is attributed to the growing
afnuence and sophistication of the society which requires increased
personal services (Neighbors:

..

1970).

Now, nursing is being taced with
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more managerial functions which require professional authoritative inter
action with patients and professional members of societT_

Both nurses

and non-nurses recognize that nursing must keep pace with·the society
which places such a premium upon professional status, or.it will pass
into oblivion.

And, profession-wise, nursing is in trou9le.

As it stands now, nursing can continue to provide the services to
society that it has in the past, and seek to strengthen its position in
the occupational structure by unionization, forgetting the professional
status.

Such a move, while improving the bargaining power of the nurses,

would certainly tend to reduce the traditionally idealistic attitudes of
nurSing, and it could easily enter into another Dark Age from which it
may never again emerge.
It, on the other hand, nursing does not establish itself more firmly

as a profession, with or without union support, it stands to fall victim
to the atomic-age ideology now sweeping the·countr.r.

Society, with its

growing veneration of mechanical technology and irreverence toward the
traditional social paragons, is now often observing doctors as having
feet of clay, while the nurses I spotless white does not represent purity
and goodness to everyone.

Therefore, it is entirely conceivable that

patients in the near future will be placing their trust of health care in
the computers, and nurses - and doctors - will be relegated to the role

ot health-scientists whose onlT function lies in programming the machines.
The third alternative, and the one which holds forth the best oppor
tWlity for nursing to achieve professionalism,is to fashion a new role in
which nurses with greater professional competency will be more active
participants in coordinated efforts to provide health care for all levels
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of the population.

Nursing leaders are attempting to point out the means

by which this challenge can be met, but there is still no total agree
ment upon which direction should be taken.
Some leaders have developed the concept of the extended role in
which nurses willingly move to take on tasks previously done by doctors,
in connection with their own science of nursing.

nurse an associate of the doctor.

This function makes the

A few mistakingly identif.y the func

tions of a PA with the extended role of the nurse, but others recognize
the professional difference between the "assistant" who carries out
tasks delegated. to him by the doctor, and who has no other fWlctions, and
the "associate" who works with the doctor and besides "assisting" him,
also contributes an unique service which he is not qualified to give.
Other nursing leaders advocate the concept of the nurse-clinician.
These nurseologistsapply the entire science of nursing in depth to the
diagnosing, evaluating, and instituting of measures for the total nursing
care and health supervision of their patients.

In order to implement

this concept of total comprehensive care, the nurse-clinician will have
to be allowed to exercise unlimited authority in planning the programs

ot care, and free to move with the patients through every area of the
hospita~J

out into his home and community, and back, as his needs require.

EventuallyJ the nurse-clinician may be the only health practitioner
who will provide continuous:service .!!! sickness
does tor sickness in the hospital (Mussallem:

~

health as she now

1969).

If the Comprehensive

Health Planning Law is implemented to its furthest potential, the division
between the hospital and public health aspects of care will be in name

f
f

;
f

only, with both departments merged into one, functioning under a central
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1969). The nurse then may well function

health commission (Petrowski:

in a reversible uniform; hospital white on one side, and public health

blue on the other.
The increased emphasis upon nursing participation in the community
is the result of several of the current societal trends.

One is the new

social conscience which is admitting that health care is the right of
every citizen, and that the present system of health care deliver.y is
far from adequate.

The nurse, once concerned with care of the sick

patient, can now lift her sights to the broader perspective of major
concern for health care of the entire population and thereby accept her
share of responsibility for the record set by health profeSSionals in
this countrY (Milio:

1970).

Another trend is the growing awareness of man's environment and
its affect upon his well-being.

Environmental protection is an inherent

part of nursing, and nurses should be taking greater responsibility in
solving health problems associated with the environment (Abdellah:

1971).

A third trend is found in the demands being made by the consumers

ot health care, not only for more and better care, but for a controlling
voice in the delivery ot that care.

Traditional~,

professionals and

service agencies have defined the public's health needs for them; in
cOn5wner-controlled services, such needs are defined

~

the public

(Loreg: 1969) • All health personnel, including doctors, will be consid
ered assistants to patients as they and their families assume a more
dominant role in trying to maintain or regain health (Henderson:

1970).

.

The consumers set the framework in which the nurse makes individual,

professional judgements;

L

literal~

as an independent practitioner under

<
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contractual obligation to her patients (Wolford:

1964).

In the striving for professionalism, one fact is frequently over

looked by the aspiring occupations; occupations do not automatically
become professions just because of iIicreased expertise.

For example,

midwifery, no matter how advanced, will never become obstetrics.

True

professions remain inviolate because their structural positions permit
them to absorb, dOminate, or supplement any relevant knowledge and skills
which might threaten their standing.

Thus, in nedicine, the bonesetter,

midwife, and leech have disappeared, while the new fields of anesthesi
ology and radiology have simply become medical specialities (Goode:
The same must occur in nursing.

1961).

Its structure must be such that no other

group of persons or patients in the health care system can move in and
provide the services that are exclusively nursing practice functions.
Not only must the mechanics of nursing practice, as it is known
now, be improved to the ultimate, but the hitherto undeveloped potentials

ot nurses must be explored and brought to their fullest level of maturity.
SpeciticallY in this area is the inherent attribute ot nurses to establish
protound interpersonal communication and relationship with patients in
every health setting.

The nurse is the logical person to act in the

capacity of both bufter and catalyst between the patient and his antag
onists in his struggle to regain or maintain health.
the role ot the health ombudsmen is

plain~

The importance ot

evident by the fact that

other disciplines, such as social workers are moving rapidly into assum
ing control of it (Stone:

1968) (Hirsch:

1969).

If nurses do not begin

to DlI?ve just as tast, they viII tind the role taken from them.

They resent

the poSitions ot leadership in institutions being placed in the hands ot
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those from other disciplines, certainly they should have the same feel
ings about the chain of authority extending into the community.
Speed - except when associated
hallmark ot the nurse.
fessional progress.

fleetness of foot - is not a

w~th

This is particular! ly true in the area of pro

Nurses tend to resist change, and aqy which has

come about is due to pressure from external forces.

However, change by

its very nature, is dynamic, one triggering another, and as any primer
on social organization will point out, change from within is infinitely
preferable to change tmposed from without.

Therefore, it is up to nurs

ing to assume the control of the changes it must make from now on (Ruano:

1971).
This, of course, is the theme upon which nursing leaders have
harped for years in their push for professional

autono~

and self-control.

Now is the time to evaluate the futility of past efforts and plan a new
course of action.

There is no denying the strides toward self-control

that nursing has made in the areas of curriculmnn planning, licensing"
and some others, and progress will continue along these lines, hopefully
at an accelerated rate.

It is in new areas that more effort must be

made. The major professions had their origins in the roles of the leaders
of primitive society, and have maintained their status by continuing in
leadership responsibility, which will undoubtedly come as a startling
revolution to nurses and society alike.

Nursing has provided excellent

public service over the years, but it has failed in public leadership.
Refusal to exercise public leadership has been cited as an indication of
the "deprofessionalization" of a profeSSion, with modern medicine and law
as current examples (Kelly: 1965 :77).

Nurses have not yet learned to

51
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utilize their majority status in the health manpower field, or their
scarcity in the face of demand, to wield the power they might.
must now become involved; must be where the action is.

Nurses

Not only where

the health care is needed, but at the 'policy making levels of society
(Peplau:

1970).

Nursing has protested long and loud because nurses are

generally engaged to fill specific positions or to assume fairly well
defined roles after planning for a new health program is already ad
vanced (ANA/AlP••• :

1970).

They form protest groups and send thousands

of letters and telegrams to the legislatures urging support of their in
terests (Nurses March ••• :

1971).

Some are ver,y active in local and

community civic and political activities, but for the most part, the sum
and

total of all their efforts along these lines have not created many

noteworthy waves in the public's opinion.

Even "historic firsts,ft such

as the passage of the state of Oregon's HB 1060 amrnendments, which re
quires that an RN be named to both the Oregon State Board of Health and
Comprehensive Health Planning Authority (Pro. Nurs. Gains ••• , . 1971),
was considered by

~

forward for nursing.

as a gesture of patrionization rather than a step
It would seem to behoove nurses to think in terms

of putting more of their members in positions where they can participate,
not only in health planning, but in state and national leadership roles.
Since professionalism .is achieved, in part, by conununity sanction,
society must be made aware of the changing role of the nurse, and shown
an image which more closely fits her actual profile.

Society must be

made aware of the functions of nursing which go far beyond the tradit
ional stereotypy to which the public is accustomed.

Therefore, nursing.

1s charged with the dual responsibility of adjusting i tseIf to the changing

12$

environment in which it must function, and in securing the support of
society in giving it the authority to demand its rightful place among
the professions.
This might sound like a very formitable charge for nurses, most of
whom already carry tp.e scars inflicted upon them by the

If

system. U The

majority of nurses, including those with university education, have not
had

~

formal training in leadership beyond that required for head nurse

positions.

Many Itinherittl an administrative or leadership role, but have

a most inadequate knowledge base for organizational expertise, and can
not create a milieu condusive to the growth of leadership among those in
their administration (Jacox:
to take

ris~,

1970). As leaders, nurses must be willing

not be captives of the system (Parker:

strate independence based on substantial knowledge.

1969) and demon
This means that

nursing education will have to focus attention upon leadership courses
which will prepare the kind of nurse-organizer-planner-manager who can
provide leadership, not only in nursing practice, but in social and pro
fessional organization (Milio: 1970) (Brown: 1911).
Fbrtunately, the very societal trends which are placing so

:tna.ny'

demands for change upon nursing, can also provide an unsuspected measure
of support to its efforts toward change and professionalism.

Probably

paramount among the trends is the changing value system of society.

The

renewed Renaisance-type reassertion of the individual, as an entity in
the face of large organizations, is in part responsible for the new
attitude in society.

Status is not all that important to very large seg

ments of the population.

Even students in the professions are anti

elitists, and are increasingly conditioned to see themselves and their
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future work as an essential but integral part of organized efforts to
provide services through the pooling of many kinds of human and material
resources.

Independent thinkers can better accept nursing on its value

as a service-oriented discipline than on its position in the heirarchy
of the medical division of labor.
Even within the professions themselves, ideals long considered
sacred and binding, are being turned off by their members.
the AMl, traditional foe of

~

As an example,

system hinting of collectivity, is losing

membershipl~
Another point is the fact that society has entered into another
period of "secularization," not unlike the one following the Reformation,
marked by rebellion against the Establishment.

Most of the major profes

sions gained independence as a result of that first secularization of
society, and it is entirely possible that newer professions of today,
particularily nursing, will gain a great measure of independence during
this latter period.
Conflicts between the professions and the society are a part of
histor.y over the centuries.

Especially now, there seems to be a reasser

tion of the conflict between doctors and other groups - the government,
the citizenr.y, the other health workers - which have been seen before in
similar though not identical ways.
flects its main themes (Krause:

As part of history, it naturally re

1971:11).

Much of what Krause is saying, ties in with the theme of Wilensk,y's

(1964) article, "The Professionalism of Everyone?" With each and every- .
occupation laying claim to the label of profession, and the loose appli
cation of the criteria to increasing specialization, there is less

•
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impOrtance accorded the status of aqy profession.

In other words, the

ver,y attempts to raise occupations to the pinnacle of professionalism
are actually pulling down that peak in a great leveling process, pro
ducing all plains and no mountains.
The leveling process is being carried foreward on other fronts, too.
Some of the most pertinent to the women's occupations are the movements
of Wlmen' s Lib, and its counterpart, the entrance of more males into
previously woman-dominated occupations (Earl:

1966). Lessened outside

domination by males and internal addition of male strength within their
ranks is bound to affect the future role and function of the nurse and
the professionalizationprocess of nursing.
These trends are offered only as analgesics for the process of that
professionalization.

It still remains for nurses to make their occu

pation into a profession,

If professionalism is important to them, both

from the standpoint of status, and from their desire to provide the best
possible nursing service they can, then nurses must go after it.

If

their lady-like demeanor of the past (Bullough and Bullough: 1971:83)
has not been able to secure professionalism, then perhaps it is time for
nurses to heed the often repeated admonition of the late Dr. William
Cherm, a truly devoted

rr~end

to nursing, "Nurses have got to learn that

there are times when it does not pay to be ladylike.
take their gloves off and fight" (Brown:

1948:116).

becomes a profession without a struggle••• " (Goode:

They will have to
"No occupation

1960:902).

Krause (1971) states that, "The relationship of an individual to
his occupation or profession is a two-way street.

Is the individual

taking. a major part in creating his own occupation or is the occupation

r"

r
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or prof'ession bearing down on .him to the point where he is made over in
the image of' the occupation?"

In nursing, the answer to that is still

not established; it remains f'or nurses - singularily and collectively 

to determine which ·one it will be.

FOOTNOTES
1.
Samuel Huntington (1951) explains the present status of the mili
tar,y profession as being a combination of short-term draftees and life
time professionals. Most, but not all, of the officers and senior non
coms make the military their career, but the bulk of the armed force
consists of men from other occupations and professions who are merely
putting in a tour of duty as military personnel, and return to their
individual areas of work when the tour is over.
2.

Joseph Addison (1672-1719), British essayist and poet.

3.
Theodore Caplow (1954:48) feels that this may be partially due to
the worthy' efforts of sociologists who seek to uncover similaritles among
all occupations, and thus succumb to the tendency to label as profession
alization what is happening in most of the labor groups. Personal service
functionaries, for instance, like barbers, bellboys, boot-blacks, and
taxi drivers, are "also professionalized."

4.

I quote this particular instructor, not only because a very
typical orientation-bias of nurses was showing in her re-ranking of
Addison's professional cate~ories by placing "the physic" first (and she
was a Catholic Nun, besides), but she exemplified the rigid, narrow
thinking found in many of the old guaI'd, even in the age of modern nurs
ing. "The authority of those who teach is often an obstacle to those
who would learn."--Cicero.
,.
Although the terms semi-profession, ~-profession, and pseudoprofession, are commonly found in the literature, I do not use them in
this study unless in a direct quote from another source. Their use seems
to have intended or unintended derogatory overtones in their connotations
and implications, and would indicate an a1rea~ established position of
nursing on the non-profession - profeSSion scale.

6.

In her Notes on Nursing, Florence Nightengale defined nurse in
this broad context,-UNow a nurse means any person in charge of the
personal health of another ••• For, besides nurses of the sick and nurses
of children••• there are friends or relatives who take temporary charge of
a sick person, ;and! there are mothers of families. 1I (Nightengale: 1940:

139.18$9).

-

Health is currently defined by the WOrld Health Organization (WHO)
as Ita state of complete physical, mental, and social well-being and not
merel,. the absence of disease or infirmity" (Blum and Leonard: 1963:29).

7.

Credit for the facts about the progesss of nursing quoted in this
8.
stud,. must be given to many fine nurse historians, whose texts are listed
in the references. While most of nursing history is now well known and
1s public domain, each author has presented it in her own delightfullT
unique manner, and I gratefully acknowledge their contribution which I
have selected for use here.
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9.
The University of Oregon School of Nursing gave up the basic grey
dress and white wrap-round apron less than ten years ago, and the Eman
uel Hospital School of Nursing just this year changed from the same type,
but with blue checks, to a new single piece uniform.
10.
~en nursing schools were just getting started, in 1873, the United
States Bureau of Education census reported 178 hospitals with only a half
dozen established training schools. By 1909 there were 1,100 achoo1s of
nursing, or slightly more than one out of every four hospitals, although
few hospitals had more than one hundred beds. By 1930 there were over
2,100 hospital nursing schools (Bullough and Bullough: 1969:183).
11.

~

1909 there were 4,359 hospitals with a total of 421,453 beds.
to 6,852, the number of
beds to 755,722 (Bul10ugh and Bullough: 1969:183).

B.r 1928 the number of hospitals had increased

12. Actually, . domestic labor had an edge on nursing. A survey made in
1926 fourid that••• for her long hours of work, the nurse earned just
forty-nine cents an hour, slightly less than the charwomen who were then
earning fifty cents an hour (Bullough and Bu110ugh: 1969:166).
13.
In nursing 'parlance, adminsteringmedication, or "passing meds,"
involves a ~ulti-phase operation which includes: 1) interpreting the
original'order from the doctor, 2) selecting the drug from the stock
supp~, 3) measuring out the prescribed dosage, 4) handing or giving the
medication to ·the patient, 5) personally verifying that the patient has
taken or been given the medication, and charting the procedure. The
medication is checked for correctness when it is selected from stock,
when it is measured, and wen it is returned to stock, or just prior to
administration. 'Each of these phases is to be carried out by one person
only - the nurse. Delegation of any phase to someone else, even another
nu::se, is contrary to nursing practice, and the nursels conscience.
14. A program utilizing home health aides within an established compre
hensive prepaid group practice plan at Bess Kaiser Hosuital, Portland,
Oregon, has been in operation since 1967. The aides,i many without any
previous experience in community worlsl J were provided with an intensive,
~u1l-time training session of six to eight weeks.
The basic training
concentrated in the general subjects of home economics, practical nurs
ing, and elementary social science, under the direction of a multi
disciplinary faculty. This was followed by further work training of six
months, during which time the aides assumed more and more supportive per
sonal care services needed by the patients to maintain normal body and
~tional comfort, and assist them in independent living (Greenlick: 1967).

1,.

A follow-up report of the prelimin~ results of the program two
years after it had been put into operation, showed that these a ides, under
the supervision of health professionals, could provide high-quality care
in the areas of nursing, social work, and physical therapy. The report
also showed that better care is provided for the patients who require
~ kinds of care, such as p~sical therap,y, nursing and social services,
when these services are not fragmented among several professionals, but
are rendered by a single person (Hurtado: 1969).

1.31
16.
Portland Community Oollege started their first LEGS program this
last fall. Hunter College, New York, graduated its first class of ex
practical, professional nurse students a year ago.
17.
There is a distinct difference between midwife and nurse-midwife.
The former is anyone trained or experienced in the delivery of babies,
and in many countries is an occupation completely apart from any form of
nursing. Nurse-midwife, in America, designates a professional nurse who
haS taken advanced training in midwifery, and holds a certificate as a
CMW (Certified Mid-Wife) as well as her RN. Until just recently, mid
wirer" was not generally accepted in America. Its practice was auth
orized by local health authorities in such backwoods areas·as the hill
country of Kentuck,y and the Indian reservations of Arizona. Now there is'
a fully accredited organization of The American College of Nurse-Midwives.
18. During an interview with Charles Bollinger, Editor-in-Chief, Nursing
Education Department, Appleton-Century Crofts-Publishing Compaqr, in the
spring of 1969, he stated that the publishing companies were having dif
ficulty getting enough books on the market to meet the demand for new
material, even ~hough he frequently has over fifty manuscripts a month to
review.
19.
From an article by Virginia Cleland, rrSex Discrimination: Nursing IS
MOst Pervasive Problem," AJN, August.1971, p. 1542. Dr. Cleland says,
"Nursing in the 1940's, 1950's, and 1960's did not have the leadership it
had at the turn of the centur,y, or even during the first three decades of
this century. I believe that these past .30 years. of weak and unimagin
ative leadership parallel the growth of the cult of women as sex s,ymbols."
Which, makes an interesting topic of further exploration, but is, unfort
unately, not within the scope of this study.
20. Membership in the ANA is provided through the individual state
nurses' association rather than directly from the Association. Therefore,
dues to the ANA are included in the package dues paid to the state organ
ization. The national dues of $25.00 represents only a portion of the
total, therefore, in order to be .a member of the ANA, a nurse must pay up
to three times its fee. A nurse, joining in Oregon, pays up to $75.00 a
year in dues.
In 196.3, 7.3.9% of the nation's eligible physicians belonged to the
21.
AMA.; only 69% currently hold membership (~ !l£!. Doctor••• : 1971).
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ABRAHAM FLEXNER'S CRITERIA FOR PROFESSIONALISM
1.

It essentially involves intellectual operations
accompanied by large responsibility.

2.

Is learned in nature, and its members are con
stantly resorting to the laboratory and seminar
for a fresh supply of facts.

3. Is not merely academic and theoretical, however,
but is definitely practical in aims.

4. Possesses a technique capable of communication
through a highly specialized educational dis
cipline.

5. Is self-organized, with activities, duties, and
responsibilities which completely engage its
practicipants and develop group consciousness.

6. Is concerned with the public interest more than
unorganized and isolated individuals are, and its
motives are altruistic.

,
t

t
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,
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7.

Has a definite status - social and professional.
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THE NIGHTINGALE PLEDGE

I solemnly pledge myself before God and in the presence
of this assembly:
To pass my life in purity and to practice my profession
rai thfully;
I will abstain from whatever is deleterious and mischiev
ous and will not take or knowingly administer any harm
ful drug;
I will do all in my power to maintain and elevate the
standard of my profession, and will hold in confidence
all personal matters committed to my keeping and all
family affairs coming to my knowledge in the practice
of my calling;
With loyalty will I endeavor to aid the physician in his
work, and devote myself to the welfare of those com
ad tted to my care.

,.
tI
-:;
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THE CODE FOR PROFESSIONAL NURSES
Adopted by the American Nurses' Association, 1950
1.

The fundamental responsibility of the nurse is to con
serve life and to promote health.

2.

The professional nurse 'must not only be adequately
prepared to practice, but can maintain professional
status only by continued reading, study, observation,
and investigation.

3.

When a patient requires continuous nursing service,
the nurse must remain with the patient until assured
that adequate relief is available.

4.

The religious beliefs of a patient must be respected.

5.

Professional nurses hold in confidence all personal
information entrusted to them.

6.

A nurse recommends or gives medical treatment with
out medical orders only in emergencies and reports
such action to a physician at the earliest possible
moment.

7.

The nurse is obligated to carr.y out the physician's
orders intelligently, to avoid misunderstanding or
inaccuracies by verifying orders, and to refuse to
participate in unethical procedures.

8.

The nurse sustains confidence in the physician and

other members of the health team; incompetency or
unethical conduct of associates in the health pro
lessions should be exposed, but only to the proper
authority.

9.

The nurse has an o~ligation to give conscientious
service and in return is entitled to just remunera
tion.

10.

A nurse accepts only such compensation as the con
tract, actual or implied provides. A professional
worker does not accept tips or bribes.

,

!
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11.

Professional nurses assist in disseminating scientific
knowledge through any form of public announcement not
intended to endorse or promote a commercial product
or service.
.
Professional nurse or groups of nurses who advertise
professional services do so in conformity with the
standards of the nursing profession.

12.

The Golden Rule should guide the nurse in relation
ships with members of other professions and with nurs
ing associates.

13. The nurse in private life adheres to standards of per
sonal ethics which reflect credit upon the profession.

14. In personal conduct nurses should not knowingly dis
regard the accepted patterns of behavior of the com~
munity in which they live and work.
15. The nurse as a citizen understands and upholds the
laws and as a professional worker is especially con
cerned with those laws which affect the practice of
medicine and nursing.
16.

A nurse should participate and share responsibility
with other citizens and health professions in promot
ing efforts to meet the health needs of the public--
local, state, national, and international.

17. A nurse recognizes and performs the duties of citizen
ship, such as voting and holding office when eligible;
these duties include an appreciation of the social, eco
nomic, and political factors which develop a desirable
pattern of living together in a community.
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THE CODE FOR PROFESSIONAL NURSES
Adopted by the Americn Nurses' Association, 1950
Revised 1968
1.

!he nurse provides services with respect for the dignity
of man, unrestricted by considerations of nationality, race
creed, color, or status.

2.

The nurse safeguards the individual's right to privaoy by
judiciously protecting information of a confidential nature,
sharing only what is relevant to his care.

,.

The nurse maintains individual competence in nursing
practice, recognizing and accepting responsibility for
individual actions and judgements.

4.

The nurse acts to safeguard the patient when his care and
safety are affected by incompetent, unethical, or illegal
conduct of &n1 person.

5.

The nuree usee individual competence as a cnterion in
accepting delegated responsibilities and assigning nurs
ing activities to others.

6.

The nurse participates in research activities when assured
that the rights of individuals subjects are protected.

7.

The nurse participates in the efforts of the profession
to define and upgrade standards of nursing practice and
education.

8.

The nurse, acting through the professional organization,
participates in establishing and maintaining conditions
of employment conducive to high-quality nursing care.

9.

The nurse works with members of health professions and
other citizens in promoting efforts to meet health needs
of the public.

10.

The nurse refuses to give or imply endorsement to
advertiSing, promotion, or sales for commercial products,
services, or enterprises.
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Public Law 89 - 749
Comprehensive Health Planning Law
1.

The development of comprehensive health planning at the
level which will be underwritten by federal grants.

2.

The grants to states will be made on a more flexible basis and
not on a categorical restriction as has been done in the past.
For example, in the past federal money was categorically desig
nated for tuberculosis when there were also many other kinds ot
health needs in the area or state besides tuberculosis.

3.

The extension of planning to regional and local areas which is
intended to encompass all health services needed in the partic
ular area.

4.

Project grants will be given for new kinds of health services
and tor special types of problems.

S.

MOney will also be given to public agencies, other than the
state health department, and to non-profit private agencies
tor the development of health services.

6.

The training of personnel necessary for these planning. efforts
with grants to educate the personnel.

f
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GLOSSARY

AAIN

American Association of Industrial Nurses

AANNT

American Association of Nephrology Nurses & Technicians

.lCS

American College of Surgeons

ACSN

Association of Collegiate Schools of NurSing

AD

Associate Degree

AHA

American Hospital Association

AM!

American Medical Association

ANA

American Nurses' Association

AORN

Association of Operating Room Nurses

EEG

ElectroencePhalogram

EKG

Electrocardiogram

lCNA

International Catholic Nurses I Association

IV

Intravenous (injection)

LEGS

Learning Experience Guides for Nursing Students

LPN

Licensed Practical Nurse

NACGN

National Association Colored Graduate Nurses

NUl

National League of Nursing

NLNE

National League of Nursing Education

NOPHN

National Organization of Public Health Nurses

NISRA

New York State Nurses' Association

PA

Phy'sicians' Assistant

PT

Physical Therap,y

RH

Registered Nurse

WHO

world Health Organization
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